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ELLSWORTH, MAINE. WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, SEPTEMBER 8, 1909.

mbbcttisrmnttft
THE WRITING ON THE WALL
may not impress you as much as out
effort to make aa impression on your
mind of how important
BANKING .FACILITIES

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

to Warren to resume bis position ss principal of tbe high school of that town.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Frank Hamlin, of Chicago, has been the
guest this week of his brother, Col. Hannibal E. Hamlin.
Hiss Doris Halmsn left to-day for
Brookline, Mass., where she will attend

Freeman Closson—Money lost.
In bankruptcy—Chas Hoyt Bmery.
R O Parker—Notice of foreclosure.
Exec notice—Est Frank Stevens.
Admr notice—Est Daniel S Bunker.
In bankruptcy—Herbert I Stanley.
—Geo M Marshall.
Albert E Varnum.
Cherryfleld fair.
oats.
A Parcher— Apothecary.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
R C Haines—Announcement.
Bluehill, Mb:
Forrest B ^pow—Attorney>at-Law.
Banco*. Mb:
Eastern Trust A Banking Go.
Boston:*
Hyde, Wheeler Co—Apples, veal, eggs, etc.

to you. If you let us handle your
account our service is then at your
disposal and you can use it to whatever extent you wish.
To be of service
to our depositors is our main reason
for being in the business.

are

school this winter. Mrs. Halman and
Mrs. Friend will join her there later.

•*

—

**

4 par cent aa Savtsp Account

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
Ellsworth, Maine.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.
AT BLL9WORTH POSTO FRICK.

lu

effect June 21, 1909.
MAILS RBCBIVBD.

From West—*6.55 a m; *12.08, 4.80 and 6.22 p
From East—12.20, 5.42 and 11.07 p m.

|

UNION TRUST COMPANY
OF ELLSWORTH.

mail closes at pobtopficb.

CARE FOR ACCOUNTS

OF

Charles P.

Halpin and family have
|
Everett, Mass.
Howard H. Hooper was at home from 1
Bangor Sunday and Labor day.
Mrs. C. J. Swan, of Boston, is the guest
of relatives hero for a few days.
David Beattie, of Arlington, Mass., is |
moved to

TO

IXDIVIDU-

I

ALS, CORPORATIONS AND FIRMS-

the guest of Mrs. Maria L. Bartlett.
Miss Lillian Presby, of Boston, is the
guest of Mrs. Bertha Joy Thompson.

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

Municipal and Corporation Bonds for Safe Investment

his annual vacation in

Miss Paulene Foster has gone to Hull,
John A.

Pf.ters, President.

Mass., where

Leonard M. Moore, Treas.

she has

a

position

as

teacher.

The stewards of the Methodist church
will serve supper at the vestry this even-

ing.
Miss Blanche Hopkins, of Bangor, was
the guest of friends in Ellsworth over

Monday.

MissJ. A. Thompson moved into her |
bungalow at School and Park streets I

new

GOING TO SEATTLE—OR

last week.

ravel with safe and sure funds—AMERICAN Hankers Assoiat ton Travelers’ Cheques. Issued in $10, $2o, $50 and $100;
accented at par by baukers or business men anywhere in the
world- “made Rood” if lost or stolen; backed by fourteen billions
t dollars.
"The perfect international money.” If YOU are
hI out to travel, we want to send YOU full particulars about this
!» st of all money systems for travelers.
EASTERN TRUST * BANKING CO., BANOOR. ftAINE.

Harry Vincent and wife, of Boston, are
visiting Mrs. Vincent’s parents, A. W.

I

Branches

at

Austin and wife.
Marcellus Woodward, who has been at
from Boston two weeks, returned to

home

Boston

Fred Emery, brother of Mrs. Charles H.
Leland of this city, died at his home at
Salisbury Cove Friday.

Watch for .cash
■„<'

Miss Delia Hopkins went to Brewer today to attend the wedding this evening of
a cousin, Miss Minnie Floyd.
Mrs. Morey Tripp and son, who have
spent the summer with relatives here, have
returned to Somerville, Mass.
Albert McKenzie and wife, of Brockton,
Mass., are spending a vacation of two
the Boston police force, on which he perweeks with relatives in this city.
formed active duty twenty-five years, has
Elbridge Milliken has rented the house
been made chief of police of his home city
of Mrs. Maria L. Bartlett, at Oak street
of Wakefield, Mass. Mr. Bullard is well
and Birch avenue, for the winter.
known in Ellsworth, where he is a freRegister-of-Probate T. F. Mahoney has quent visitor.
purchased the George R. Campbell house
Among the out-of-tow’n lawyers in
on Bridge hill for his own occupancy.
Ellsworth yesterday attending probate
and
her
Laura
Tracy
daughter, court were L. B. Deasy and A. H. Lynara,
■Mrs.
Miss Florence, leit Sunday for Bropklyn, of Bar
Harbor, County Attorney W. C.
will
the
winter.
where
N. Y.,
they
spend
Conary and T. H. Smith, of Bucksport,
Mrs. George S. Foster and children, of George R. Fuller, of Southwest Harbor,
Portland, are visiting Mr. Foster’s par- and Forrest B. Snow', of Bluehill.
ents, L. D. Foster and wife, for a few days.
Fred H. McFarland has purchased the J.
Charles H. Wooster has bought out the T. Crippen house on Pine street. The
small grocery store of Herman E. Hill, house is now being thoroughly renovated,
on State street, and took possession Monpainted and papered, and as soon as it is
day.
ready for occupancy, Mr. and Mrs. Mc-

+*

and installment

announcement
next week

ROY C. HAINES

NOW SCRAMBLE FOR PEARS
An extra tempting lot of "luscious Pears for pickling,
just in. You’d better buy liberally, while you can get
such superior, fine flavored fruit for only

The Hancock county
vention will be held at

If

j

blame

I

j.

you’re

A

A.

us

disappointment.

14 A V VTCC

nAYlNtb,

POSTOFFICE SQUARE,
ELLSWORTH.

will

move

there.

It will be

“Merrymac” bouse.
Mrs. Gideon L. Cook, who has been livand 2.
ing with her daughter, Mrs. Frank E.
Irene chapter, O. E. S. will hold a special Smith, in Gardiner, has returned to the
meeting Friday evening, Sept. 10. The home of her daughter, Mrs. G. Frank New'worthy matron requests every officer to be man, in Ellsw'orth. She was accompanied
by her daughter, Mrs. Frank Brackett, of
present.
Brookline, Mass., who spent a few days
Capt. Samuel A. Goodwin is home and here.
wifi remain for some time. His son SidMrs. Margaret G. Drummey wa9 unable
ney is going this trip in the Harry W.
to be present to open her school, the Pine
Haynes.
street intermediate, yesterday, because of
Girl friends of Mifs Margaret Dresser
injuries received by a fall. Mrs. Drumgave her a farewell surprise party last mey fell down stairs Sunday evening
evening. After supper, a theatre party while carrying a lighted lamp. The lamp
was broken and oil saturated her clothing,
was enjoyed.
but fortunately it did not ignite. She was
| Abie L. Friend, now with the T. W. severely bruised.
j Donohue Manufacturing Co., of Man- All the schools of the city opened yeschester, N. H., was at home over Sunday terday, with the corps of teachers as
and Labor day.
printed in The American last week.
Miss Marie C. A. Renaud, who has been There is an entire change in the teaching
1
the guest of her brother, Rev. Fr. J. L. force at the Ellsworth high school. This
Renaud, has returned to her fiome in week Miss Helene Bellatty is substituting
as third assistant for Miss Esther Emery,
Brighton, Mass.
who is detained at home because of the
the
G.
Miss Myrtie
critical illness of her brother.
Kinney, representing
makis
in
Ellsworth
! Maine Bible society,
The reunion of Co. D, 1st Maine Cavalry
ing
ests

know

house-to-house
of the society.

a

canvass

in the

inter-

the

rates have been secured on Washington
County and Maine Central railroads to
Ellsworth and return. Nathaniel Bowden is president of the association, and A.
R. Devereux is secretary.

Beverly, Maas., Tuesday.
There will be no evening service at the
Methodist church next Sunday evening.
Regular morning service, w ith sermon by

|

n as

Veteran association, will be held at Ellsworth, Wednesday, Sept. 22. Headquarters
will be at G. A. R. hall, where the business
meeting will be.held at 2 p. m. Excursion

Frank H. Bonsey, who has spent his vacation of five weeks with his parents,
Capt. Roland C. Bonsey and wife, left for

t
late in coming and we’re all sold out, don
for your

Farland

con-

hall,
Ellsworth, Friday and Saturday, Oct. 1.

55c per Peck.
|

teachers’
Hancock

drug store.
Wednesday, Sept. 8, at Methodist vestry—Supper.
Friday evening, Sept. 10, at Society ball

rii

i

yesterday.

Marion T. Stanley and Harold A. Dunn,
of Bangor, were guests of James Wilson
and wife Labor day.

SM Town and Machine.

Week of Sept. 6 and Saturday matinee,
at Hancock hall—Klark- Urban Co. Tickets, IB, 26 and 36 cents. On sale at Moore’s

SA?

B. S. Jellison left Monday for a trip to
New York with Capt. Hutchings in the
Melissa. Trask.

ABROAD?

COMING EVENTS.

—

|

E. Conary, of Lynn, Mass., is spendthis vicinity.

R.

ing

Giles’ many girl friends. The house was
prettily decorated with red hearts and out
flowers. Dainty refreshments were served
by Miss Grace E. E. Wood, of Worcester,
Mass., and Mrs. F. Carroll Burrill, sister
of the bride-elect. Hearts were played
daring tbe evening, Miss Margaret Dresser winning the prize.
Hancock county’s county seat, the thriving city of Ellsworth, has a new claim to

—

Miss Agnes Lord is the guest of Mrs. E.
E. Chase in Bluehill.

THOROUGHLY COMPETENT fiV REASON
OF EXPERIENCE ANI) RESOURCES

m.

Going Wbst—11.50. am; *2, *5.15 and *9 p m.
Going East—6.15 and 6.45 a m; 4 and 5.40 p m.
*
Daily, Sundays included.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
*
111 Subdays.

*

No. 35
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John A. Scott left Saturday for Monson, fame. For many years Ellsworth has —Social dance.
where he begins this week his duties as been known as tbe Maine city that has,
in
its size, led all others in
Wednesday, Sept. 22, at Qrand Army
principal of Monson academy. His wife tbeproportion to of
production
supreme court justices hall—Annual reunion of Co. D. 1st Maine
■and little daughter accompanied him.
and other notables.
Now Ellsworth
Business
Cavalry Veteran association.
The marriage of Miss Gertrude Smith comes to the front with a record of the
lowest rate of arrests. In proportion to the meeting at 2 p. m.
nd Edward F. Robinson, jr., will take
population, of any Maine city. Ellsworth
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 22 and
place this evening at 7.30 o’clock. They people are real good and it is to their 23—North Ellsworth fair.
will leave on a wedding trip of a week or credit.—Bangor Commercial.
Friday and Saturday, Oct. 1 and 2 at
more.
Harry L. Wheeiden and Miss Lillian G.
Hancock hall—Hancock County teachers’
Mrs. Alonzo Day, with daughters Doro- Austin were married Saturday evening, at
convention.
thy and Majorie and little son Hem, who their new home, the George Cunningham
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 5 and 6—
has been spending the summer in Ells- place on Birch avenue, recently purchased
worth, returned to her home in New by Mr. Wheeiden. Rev. W. F. Emery Qrangers’ field day at Eilaworth, for all
officiated. Only, the immediate relatives granges i the county.
York yesterday.
were present.
After the ceremony reCOUNTY.
Misses Mary and Hazel Holmes left last
freshments were served. The bride is the
Tuesday,' Wednesday and Thursday,
Thursday for a trip to New York. Miss
of
E.
Austin
and
of
Hoyt
wife,
Mary returned home Monday, while her daughter
Sept. 7, 8 and 9— Bluehlll fair.
sister remained for a week’s visit in North Ellsworth. The groom is tbe son
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Sep^. 17, 18,
of
Mrs.
John F. Royal and is the popular
Swampscott, Mass.
19
Ellsworth Free Baptist
quarterly
carrier on R. F. D. No. 3. They have the
Clara
Mrs.
meeting at Mariaville.
Royal Avery, daughter of the congratulations of their many friends.
l«te Samuel Royal, jr., with her three
Wednesday, Sept. 22-Highland grange
Dr. F. F. Simonton and Charles L. Mochildren, bos returned to her home in
North Penobscot.
have
formed a partnership, under the fair,
ran;
South bridge, Mass., after a few weeks’ visit
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 22 and
name of tbe Ellsworth Automobile Co.,
with Sewall T. Royal.
and have established a garage at the build- 23—Eden fair.
F. C. Burrill, vice-president of the
ing on Dr. Simouton’s lot on Main street.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 28 and 29
Burrill national bank, is on his vacation. The
garage is fitted with electric power, —Amherst lair.
Last week he spent in Waterville,and this
and is well equipped to do any kind of reWednesday, Sept. 29—Orland fair.
week he is in Belfast. Mrs.
Burrill
pair work on automobiles, motor-cycles
FAMILY REUNIONS.
accompanied him to Belfast.
and bicycles. G. T. Bowden, whose busiSaturday, Sept. 11 Haslam family af,
George U. Hamilton returned to East ness the company takes over, is employed
Boston Saturday, after a vacation of two as chief mechanic. The company will also Waltham.
weeks here. His mother, Mrs. James deal in automobiles and motor-cycles.
Tuesday, Sept. 14-Fullerton family'at
Hamilton, who has spent the summer at They are agents now for the Maxwell and Betts hall, Mou tb of River.
her home here, returned with him.
STATE.
Reo machines.
Sept. 14,15,16 -Cherryfleld fair. Round
Miss Elizabeth Crippen returned to
The
Klark-Urban company, always
fare from Ellsworth, 85 cents.
trip
Boston Monday. Her mother, Mrs. J. T.- popular in Ellsworth, opened a week’s enCrippen, will make a short visit with her gagement here Monday, to a house packed
^SuHttscmnua.
daughter, Mrs. George Harmon, at South- to standing room only. The opening play
west Harbor before returning to. Boston.
was “At Piney Ridge”, a clean, wholeMany friendB in Ellsworth were grieved some play, with plot, action, humor and
Last night they had another
to know of the death last Friday at Ban- pathos.
gor of Miss Margaret Barry, of that city. good house, when “The Belle of RichMiss Barry was a frequent visitor to Ells- mond”, a pretty love story, was presented.
worth, and very popular with all her girl To-night’s play is “Way Out West”, and
to-morrow
night “Slaves of Russia”.
friends.
matinee
will
be ^Fogg’s
At a meeting of the school board last Saturday’s
Ferry”. The company is well balanced,
evening, a new course of study for the and
is giving an entirely new lot of plays
high school, and a revision of the course
this season. The specialties are good.
in the common schools were adopted.
From the plays so far presented, it is safe
The high school course is printed elseto say Klark-Urban will lose none of its
where in this issue.
popularity here because of this year’s
The Four-Leaf Clover club gave a fare- visit.
well party and corn roast at Willowdale
John Driscoll, a sailor, has been comfarm Thursday evening, in honor of Mrs.
mitted to the county jail in default of
William Arthur Goud, of East Boston.
with larceny from the
Delicious re fresh men ts were served. A de- |600 bail, charged
schooner Nelson Y. McFarland, Capt. Willightful evening was spent.
liam Perkins, on which he was employed.
with little
Mrs. H. C. Woodward,
Capt. Perkins hired Driscoll at Portland,
daughter Margaret, who have been visit- and with a general cargo, arrived at West
ing relatives here, left to-day for her Brooksville Friday. Capt. Perkins went
home in Salem, Mass. Her sister, Miss
Optometrist.
jmm■
home for the night, leaving Driscoll on
Margaret Dresser, accompanied her to re- board. When the captain returned to the
sume her musical studies in Boston.
schooner Saturday, Driscoll had disapF. B. Brown, superintendent of the peared, and with him, it is alleged, a porblock signal system recently established tion of the vessel’s cargo. Deputy Sheriff
on the Mt. Desert branch of the Maine
Grindle was notified, and captured DrisCentral railroad, has rented the house of coll on the road from Penobscot to CasW. F. Aiken on Oak street, and is expecttiae. He was arraigned Monday before
ed here with his family the last of this Recorder Remick, of the Western Hancock
week.
municipal court, with the result as stated
Charles E. Bullard, a retired member of above.

8oaker

MAY WE NOT SECURE YOUR
BUSINESS?

|
|

nf

“

Pure, Rich, Strong

AMHERST FAIR.
Northern Hancock Agricultural Society Promises Good Time.
The Amherst fair will take place Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 2S and 29. The
Northern Hancock agricultural society
promises a “bigger and better fair than
ever” this year, which is a big promise, as
the up-river society has scored some big
successes

past.

in years

The society has arranged for some good
attractions and is negotiating for others.
The Brownies will be there with an en- ;
tire new company and will give an exhij
bition of both funny and sensational acts.
A flop troupe of trained dogs and doves is ]
a

Prof.

feature.

be

on

hand.

Bragdon, magician, will!
There will be baseball1

games each day, and the usual draft horse ;
contest and baby show. There will be ;
dances at the hall both nights.

society will serve meals at the hall
usual, with suppers for the dances.

pastor. Rev. W. F. Emery.
Thirty-eight Ellsworth people went on
the excursion to Woodland Monday lor

made of the engagethe Lpbor day
celebration, including ment of Miss Bernice E. Giles to Harry
Carver Acnorn, of Boston. The announceLynch’s band of twenty pieces.
Frank D. Rowe, who has been a clerk ip ; ment was made by Mrs. Giles in the form
the postoffice this summer, has returned i of a telegram. It came as a surprise to Miss
announcement

|

was

The richness and strength of flavor and
purity of our Vanilla Extract are only
obtainable by making it from the finest
Mexican vanilla beans. After being carefully made our Vanilla Extract is just as
carefully aged, none being offered for sale
until it has been thoroughly macerated
and matured.
Give our Vanilla Extract a trial when
next you cook something you wish to be
particularly delicious.
the

TRUSSES
Made

Right; fitted right; priced right.

•

Parcher’s

Pharmacy

14 Main St., Ellsworth. Me.

The
as

Our last
two semi anhual dividends
have been at the rate of

CHKRRYF1ELD FAIR.

Big West Washington County Exhibition

Cherrytield

Next Week.

This fair
always been a “puller” from this section of Hancock county, indeed from the
entire eastern section of Maine. The fair
fair next week!

I

has

will open next

Tuesday, Sept. 14,

and

4%

con-

tin ue through Wednesday and Thursday.

Wednesday
sepcial train

On
be

Gov. Fernald

and

Thursday

there will

service from ElHworth.

and staff

will be present

Wednesday, and on the same day
gor and Eastport companies of
tional

Why

be satistied with less ?

the Ban-

the NaGuard will be present to do escort
second regiment of Bangor

duty. The

will also be present Wednesday.
CHURCH

NOTES.

1G STATE STREET

ELLSWO RTM,

MAINE.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. IV. F. Emery, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 12 —Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Junior league at 3.
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
evening at 7.30.
BAPTIST.
Rev. P. A. A.

Killam, pastor.

Sunday, Sjpt. 12
Morning service at
At a
“stockiug shower” given last 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
Thursday evening at Rinehurst, the resi- at 11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
dence of J. T. Giles, for Muriel G. Davis,

the

Vanilla Extract

Now is the Time
to place yonr order for BL’LBS.
Plant this fali to be sure of early
spring tiowers.

Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Telephone

«

—

GT.

THOR

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.

Sunday, Sept. 12— Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.45.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.45.

BOWDEN,
DEALER IN

CONGREGATIONAL.

Motor-Cycles.
MAIN

STREET, ELLSWORTH,

)

MA1NB

:

r

EDITED

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Sept. 12. 1909.
[ta

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.
Temperance tn all things.—1
Cor. lx. 23-27.
The word “temperance” Is usually
limited to sobriety—temperance in alcoholic drinks.
But it bas a much

Motto:

BT

*

“AUBT BADGE".

Helpful and Hopeful

—

Tbe purptffie* of tbit column are succinctly
stated in tbe title and motto—It is for tbe mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it la far the com
moo use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for tbe 1 nidea*. In this capacity it solicits

broader meaning than that. Temperance is moderation.
It is antagonistic
to anything that flavors of excess.

Therefore it
briety. but to

terchangeof

communications, and its success depends larg ely
on tbe support gtvea it in this respect. C on
munications must be signed, but tbe nair a of
writer will not be printed except by perm! salon
Communications will be subject to appro ralor
rejection by tbe editor of the column, bu t none
will be rejected without good reason. A ddress

only applies to soevery phase of life where
barm may come through excess, no
not

matter how harmless, yea, even beneficial. the thing may be if used in
moderation.
Paul here speaks of the necessity of
“temperance in all things” in living
a successful Christian life that will
result in the salvation of the soul. He
speaks of the Christian life as a fight
or a contest and elso a race, in each
of which temperance and moderation
No runner
are an absolute necessity.
could have been successful in the
Olympic games unless be had prepared
himself for the race, especially by exercising temperance tn everything that
would hinder him in doing his very
best. Moderation mast be the watchword of him who wonld win the crown
of victory. Besides moderation in eating and drinking, be would need even
Excessive
to be moderate in training.
training bas lost many a race and
The same thing is true
many a fight.
of the Christian life. Intemperance in
anything that hinders Christian growth
must be avoided if the Christian attains the beat possible results and
makes salvation doubly sure.
The doctrine of “temperance in ail
things" needs to be emphasized today,
perhaps as in few other ages. The
tendency of our generation is toward
man
The
business
Intemperance.
lacks moderation in his labors to make
his business a success. The man who
desires to make a fortune must do it
In a day, and rushes into ventures that
become a burden and a worry to him.
Intemperance In speech is a common
weakness because of the undermining
of the nervous system in the incessant
rash of life in one form or another.
Many lack moderation In their actlona
losing entire control of themselves at
the least opportunity. The results are
weakened bodies, enfeebled nerves and
mental power and the incapability of
reaching a high spiritual standard.
Excessive eating of a “Sunday dinner"
has taken the spiritual appetite from
thousands of Christians and unfitted
them for religions exercises daring any
time later in the day. To be “temperate in all things” may require divine
grace and the exercise of all onr will
power, bnt we should attain to it.
Contestants in Paul’s day did it to obtain- a laurel wreath, a corruptible
crown; much more should we be willing to do It since In onr case victory
means an incorruptible crown—eternal
life that nerer fades away.
BIBLE

READINGS.

Pjrov. xv. 1; xvi, 32; Isa. xl, 31;
Prov. xiv. 29; xix, 11; Matt, v, 29. 30;
John xlv, 1. 27; I. Cor. vt 9-20; vit
22-24, 29-31; Tit. U, 2-12; Jude, 10-18.
“You Lot Mo Slip.”
1 have frequently heard the objection to Christian Endeavor that It is
doing little or no positive good work,
“l'our young people.” we are told,
"hold their meetings, socials by preference. and that is the end of it. There
is no manliness in Christian Endeavor,
nothing to ittract and bold the young
man."

l~~~Z

~”0iie might.

If one chose, point out Opt
little positive good work done ajong
social and civic lines by gndeavorers,
about which critics seetn to be strangely ignorant; but at present I wish to
emphasize the fact that a large part
of the power of Christian Endeavor is
Expended in preventing the necessity
of helping people in latar life by making them good citizens and gootl ChrisAn important
tians from the start.
part of the work of Christian Endeavor is preventive.
It Is more
Ing and effectual than the rescue of-dilapidated units, however fine that may
be. for the salvation of the boy or the
girl means the snaking of a ff.an or a
woman and the happiness of a family.
The church needs.to hold her owu in
the struggle, and there is no organization better fitted than the Christian
Endeavor society to help her to do so.
It takes hold where the Sunday school
Wise leaders
often loses Its grip.
therefore will seek <o strengthen Christian Endeavor and enable it to'accoma

farreach-^

a niaxlniunijif good.
(
Dr. .1. Wilbnr Chapman says Wiat-at
a conference of miniate** in I’hiladelpbia one man remarked that ^he
people of the slums are the lost sheep
minister
of our own households.
sprang to his feet and 'said, *‘lt isn’t
bo.”
Two or three others, among
them Dr. Chapman, said. .“We’M find
out.” Here is the doctor's testimouy:

plish

sher^ln

The vilest man I ever have
t^ils
city of Philadelphia. when 1 told him
1 was the minister of Bethany
that
church, stood on his‘feet and clinched
his fisc and shook It In my face and uid:
“Bethany! I sat in your eh arc A, ancfttobody ever spoke to me!”
The vilest woman M have ever seen In
in the morning
my life I saw at 2
In the slums of Philadelphia, and when I
am
frombany school.” she
said. “I
burst Into tears adft saldT “Bethany!
My mother carnied rae'there to her arras.
1 was in*Miss Brown's class.. I sat as a
girl until J was sixteen years of -age
three seats from the front to the ^benches
on the left.
And.” she said, “I .am here—
here!”
And she seemed to, lose' allWier
passion and pathos, and. brushing away
her tears, she said. “You 1st ms slip.’’.

o*clo<^c

oac^fcop

It Christian Endeavor
gap eveu partially, If it
the church from letting

that

prevent
an?*of its
dares’^say that
con

young*people Sip.'who
It is not accomplishing a pesiWve good

work-? It is a work that can never be
tabulated.
Only eternity
Endeavor
in
Christian
It.—Ripple
World.

can^reveal

—

_

^

all communications

to

Thb Amkbicab
El law or* h. Me.

The current of life runs ever aw iy
To the bowom of God’s great o .*eao;
Don't set your force 'gainst the river’s course
And think to alter its mottor..
Don’t waste a curse on the uni verse—
Don't shriuk at the trial* be fore you;
Don t butt at the storm with your puny
form.
But bend and let it go o’er ”ou.

long,
And the sooner you know» it the better.
It is folly to fight with the infinite.
And go under at last in ;he wrestle,
Tbe wisest man shapes ir.to God’s plan
A* tbe water shapes inLo a vessel.
-Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

Dear Mutual*:

Madge bad so much to aay last
might be charged with making
monopoly of the column, so others shall
Aunt

week she

have all the space this week—with thanks
their letters and to Uncle Dudley

to all for
tor the

poem above.
When the list of those attending the reI union was printed, the name of Miss
j Abbie Merrill should have been inserted
before the word Somerville.

attend the reunion, but

•When trembling limbs refuse their weight.
And films slow gathering dim the sight.
And clouds obscure the mental light."
then Uncle Dudley had better stay at home
and pick potato bugs and pull rag weed.
I send you a piece of selected poetry which
! von can have published when you have nothing better; also an addition to the formula of
an old-time cramp care which makes it better for cramp, and good for rheumatism, too.
Cramp Cure—One-half pint kerosene oil,
I one ounce camphor, one onnce of peppermint
! and one teaspoonful cayenne, tied up in a thin
! piece of cloth.
For convenience, put in a
! large-mouthed bottle with a long stopper
with several thicknesses of flaunel tied over
the lower end. so*that the liquid will not come
in contract with one's hands while using it.

j

In older, and less temperate times than
we all thought when we took a ram
bath, or rum sweat, that we mast take a few
swallows to ptevent the disease from striking

inwardly.

When treating one’s lower limbs,
would it not be as wise now to take a few
swaliows of this cramp care to prevent one’s
toes from striking to thei stomach?
The blueberry season has come again, and
Maria Sophia Betsy Jane sends you he.choice recipe for making blaeberry cake for
Last year we sent this recipe twice,
tea.
but when published there was a mistake in it
each time.
Blcbrerky Cakr—One quart of flour, one
two
teaspoonful* of
one-half cup of lard, two cups
of blueberries, one cup of sugur, one teaspoonful of salt, one pint of water. Roll soft
find cut into cakes.
Uncle Dudley.

teaspoonful of soda,

cream tartar,

j

Dear A uni Madge:
I should like very much to be present at the !
reunion, but summer company and other
causes will prevent my coming. I shall think
of you, and hope you will all have a nice time
1 have never met with you. but shall still keep
up hoping that I may some time.
With best wishes to all the family, I remain
Are.
Aunt Madae. M. B. Sisters and All the John<*•
I send greeting. I wanted to meet with > u
this day of days, but cannot, so I will wish
you a pleasant time and plenty of chowder.
My thoughts will go with you, and I will listen for the clatter of dishes and tongues.
Hoping that most of the M. B.'s will be there,
I am, Yours Sincerely,
N. L. H.
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Rainbow
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Pomona
North

Tb orsday,
Sept. 23-Field day meeting
vines Mountain Pomona at Jordan’s
d
rive, Winter Harbor.

°*

ing

would restore

9CHOODIC, 420, FRANKLIN.
my health. I began
taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Schoodic grange held its reguisr meetCompound to see w hat it would do. ing Sept. 2, with fourteen members presand I am restored to my natural ent. There were six visitors from
Green
health.’’—Mrs. Etta Doxovan, Box
wood grange. After the usual business,
2©9, Willimantic, Conn.
candy and peanuts were served. The next
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
will be Sept. 16.
All
Vegetable Comiound. made from roots regular meeting
and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be members are requested to be present, as
used with perfect confidence by women there is business of importance to be
who suffer from displacements, intlam- ] brought before tbe grange.
mation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, ir- |
GOOD WILL, 370, AMHERST.
regularities, periodic pains, bacxa< he,
bearing-down feeling, flatulency, indiGood Will grange met Sept. 4. The atgestion, dizziness, or nervous prostra- tendance was small.
After recess the
tion.
master turned the meeting over to the
For thirtyyears Lydia E. Pinkham's lecturer. The program was as follows:
Vegetable Compound has been the Heading, Celia Silsby; duet, Mabel Giles,
standard remedy for female ills, and Horace
Watts; reading, Bernice Clark;
suffering women owe it to themselves
to at least give this medictne a trial. grange paper, Walter Fletcher.
Proof is abundant that it has cured
MABBAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUEHILL.
thousands of others, and why should it
not cure you ?
j Massa; aqua grange held iU regular
meeting Sept. 2. After business the protown in full force.
I never saw any till this gram was presented with usual satisfacA. E.
spring.
1 tion to all. The question, “Which is the
most important
To Mr*. M. E. Jfayo, Editor and Aunt of the
officer in making the

>

|

grange a success?” was discussed and decided in favor of secretary. Question for
next meeting, “Resolved, That the farmer
is more benefit to the country than the
financier.”
_

RAINBOW, 203,
Rainbow grange

NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
was

called to order

Thursday evening, Sept. 2, with forty-five
1

members

present.

After business the lec-

I turer presented the following program:
Readings, Angie Cousins, Ida McDonald;
songs, Leila Snow and Grace Bowden.

By

OSCAR

our

Saturday.

thought

H. Welch and wife, of Boston, are
guests of Mrs. 3. A. Johnson at Old Farm.
C.

________

»

—

—

Dairy.

»«*

.

B«r*.
r»*h

Miss Buckingham took op two notes
and read them with a bored expression
on her beautiful and aristocratic coun-

laid, per do*.
Poultry.
Chldcu...
Fowl

....

...

11 *K

..

*S«
tenance. Then she threw them down Bay.
B«« loo#*, per loa.
and on her crest stamped paper wrote
Baled... .."....'Ml*
two replies. One was s decllnatioa to Straw.
l'Sh
a proposal of marriage, the other an
Loom.
Baled.
Invitation for a proposer to call. Inti11
raavtabla*.
mating that be would be accepted. Ad- Potatoes, ph
25 Onloas.h
f5
dressing two envelopes, one to Hamil- Turnips, i
,u Sqnssh. ft
*
a* Carrou. ft
ton GUlla,
East Forty-eighth Buncti uetts,
No.
H
Lettuce, head
05 Cabbae, ft
street; the other to George R Hilllars.
Union club, city, ahe laid both notes
and envelopes on the desk before her.
Then she darkened the room so that
Frail.
she could not see any of them, mixed Oran*#*, dot
2S|50 Lemon, dot
...
Pineapples,
IS*!5
Watermelon
took
one
of
the
them,
notes, put it Cantaloupe,
up
*•
lu*l5
In one of the envelopes, sealed and
erocvrln,
stamped it. tore up the other note and
envelope, threw the pieces Into a
wastebasket and sent the other to the
mall without looking at the address. Tta-IP«»—
Buctaheit, 11 *
J
Jana*.
*5•■•■5 Graham,
*
Her Intention was to remnln Ignorant
OAloag,
-50. B* Bye meal,
hSurar-per
Granulated
of the man she had chosen till be pre*„£
GranuleteJ,
NgO* Oil—per*s>sented himself.
Tellow.C
»* «*
Linseed,
Powdered,
until
Kero*.,,
Tula was a dangerous thing to do.
11
Molaffnea—-per gal
for the reason that Miss Buckingham
.35
Havana,
Forto
Rico.
.50
bad a number of suitors, and she
PrullRloiii.
wrote an Illegible band.
UMf. ft
Port, »
The next evening a card was handed
Su»k.
1***5
Chop,
iv,,.
12^25
to her bearing the name of G. B. HIIH».m>
Kom,
}i*I*
ConiS,
lo*is
Sooui.At,
ller. She glanced at It, gave a slight
Tod*om.
17*18
fifteen,
Sftit
shrug, fingered her back hair before a
'•<»».
io*il
Ur.l,
.»{
**
On
glass and descended the stairs.
Roast*,
)0{M3
entering the drawing room she found L*mi>
L-unb,
1244)
a
very different man from either of
ca
Tongues, each
the two to whom she bad written.
Fresh Fish.
UK
A great many things dashed through Co1,
H
qt
0* Scallop* at
her mind In an Infinitely short space Haddock.
Hallhut.
12«18 Mackerci. 4
of time. First, she had written one of Oysters, qt
fu Shad. ft
Floor, Grain and Feed.
the notes (evidently the one that bad
Oata, bo
been mailed) to George B. Hllllurs, and Floor—i*er bbl—
$
7 80 Ad f 0 ssnut is— ba#
,V a l«
It bad falle.n Into the bands of Gusta- Corn,100b bag
i 60 Mix. fee.:
.-5
Com m+ai.hat;
m»
Middlings.
vus B. Hillier.
Tbls was not remark#
Cracked corn.
1 60
able. since both men belonged to the
same club.
Second, bow was she to
LAW REOARDIKG WEIGHTS A>! RkA'l KE*.
escape the results of her blunder? Ur.
A bushel of Liverpool sail *>-aii «eign ®
HUller was one of ber many suitors, a pounds, and a bushel
of Turk'* l- .v.
±aa j£lWj
suitor she loved and by whom she bad weigh 70 pounds.
|
The standard weight of x bu*b<\ of
tst«s
supposed herself to have been Jilted. in grxxl order and nt lor shipping,
,.jEMw
Her pride rebelled against admitting of apple*, W pound*.
The standard weight of a bushel ot
that abe bad tent for him to eat bum- good order anrl fit ror shipping, i- w leans is
pound*:
ble pie, and abe did not wlsb blm to of wheat, beets, ruta tag* turnip- *n i+4a,i»
pounds; of corn, 46
pounds; of cu.ods Ji
know that abe bad Intended to accept
ot carrots. Fngl'sh mrclp#, rre and
peunds;
Indian meal. 4* pounds; of parst.
«S ;oubJ*.
another.
of barley and buckwheat, I?
uf wiu
"Marian!" he said, advancing, but Si pounds, or t\en measure as poutd*.
tv sgre+mm.
stopped, re palled by her expression.
"Marian.” be began again, “what
HULL’S COVE.
does this mean? Have you led me to
Mm. Susan‘Nowell was in Etna last
believe that you bad seen your glaring
week.
Injustice only to give me additional
Misa Ella Sweet~was in H.iden slew
—

% ssias-t. 5
K
2
5SLM:* S

SET

S

5

SKSLS?*

—

.-

^B

|

pain?”

“Anything
“Stupid.”

GOTT’S INLAND.

action and true

On*m~j wm*...

ciation.]

There was a long silence, which was
broken by the man: "1 believe you are
sets the seal t.f its beauty on the person
Tbere is
I’ve been stupid.
right
and the face.”
Melvin Staples, of Cambridge, Mass., something about the feminine makeup
Sund y.
West Franklin*, Aug. 22.
that renders a woman oblivious to the
and his brother Forrest are visaing relaDear Frienclt if the .V. B. C.:
Great occasions do not make heroes or tives here.
frightful Imputations she casts upon a
As I cannot be present at your gathering,
cowards—they simply unveil tnem to the
man.
You argued that because some
E.
Leonard
and
of
Dr.
F.
will send a line of greeting to let you knew I
wife,
Oberlin,
eyes of men. Silently and imperceptibly,
contemptible cad bad betrayed a conam thinking of you all.
and
Helen
We appreciate very
Mis.
Miss
O.,
Mary Manley
as we wake or sleep, we grow and wax
fidence. under tbe same circumstances
much the invitations extended to us from
Manley, who have been at Hillside, have an honorable man would do tbe same.”
or we grow and wax weak, and at
time to time, and hope you can accept of all strong,
returned home.
last some crisis shows us wlmt we have
Miss
A
Buckingham wan silent
in the years to come.
Many excursions come to the island faint glimmer of the fallacy of the
become.— tigkop Weecott.
How fast the time flies. It does not seem
every week. Mrs. Harmon, with a party j syllogism began to dawn upon her.
but a few months since the last gathering.
Monday.
of eight, from Parker Point, Biuehill,
The weeks, months and years go on the wings
“! suppose I ought to apologize.” she
Four things a man must learn to do,
seems as if the older we grow
took dinner at Hill- j said, “but I'm not
of the wind.
If he would mate his record true:
t came Friday. They
going to do U after,
the more qniekly time passes. Our summer
ai ie.
To think without confusion, clearly:
the way you treated me.”
0
is needy gone, our friends will be returning
To love his fellow-men sincerely;
Hie supper at the vestry Thursday even- :
“My apology would be In order alter.
to their homes, and the busy season will soon
To act from hanest motives purely;
at
the
of
Mrs.
C.
H.
Dot
before.* yours.”
suggestion
ing, given
be ended and everything will he very quiet.
To trust in God and Heaven securely.
”1 prefer It should come first and
Hodgkins, of Attleboro, Mass., was a sue- 1
We wonld extend sympathy to all those who
—Henry l as Dyke.
are
cess.
The
for
a
nine
shouldn’t come at'all.”
have been called to part with loved ones in
proceeds, |20.28,
porTuesday.
the year that has passed, bat we will trust
“If 1 will agree to do all tbe apolotrait of the late Capt. II. N. Hoove who
This is the law of benefits between man;
that our loss is their grest gain. Change is
was so peri n ter Jent of the Sunday school
gizing will this nonsense that has been
written on everything in this fleeting life of I the one ought to forget at once what he here over
so long between us be obliterated?”
thirty years.
has given, the other ought never to fonget
•urs.
All that is necessary for us is to be
4.
Chip®.
“1 suppose so.”
Sept.
for
what he has received.—Seneca.
prepared
every coming event.
"And our former status will be reI hope that a large number will be present,
Wednesday.
Weil,anything new' lately?*’ inquired newed?”
and that there will be nothing to mar the day.
There are persons going a boat whose the
“If you promise not to do so any
joet-arrived on the porch of the
1 can almost taste and smell the good thing*,
souls are as an orchestra to everybody that Skeedee tavern.
“Well, no, not worth j more.”
for I kn<>w your tables will fairly groan with j
fa near them.—Henry Ward Beeeher.
its load. Do not know as you will have any
mentioning, I guess,” replied the land- 1 "Very well, I apologize for both. But
j
lord.
pumpkin pies unless yours look belter than j
“Things is kinda slow just now,
what In tbe world did you mean by
The more eyes an advertisement catches and—bat, ho! Come to think, three people 1
ours, but there will be
plenty of others, I j
seeding for me with no Idea of a
know.
the more deUars it ie worth.
were bit by a pet squirrel last week, and
reconciliation?*'
Now, here is my hand to ail, and hope the
considerable fear is expressed that they j
“I didn't
Not eartng whom I marbe
for
the
reunion
fine
of
the
M.
B.
day may
HEALTH AKD REALTY AID
ried so'Iong as you bad treated me ae
may go nutty.”
C.'s in the year lWy. With best wishes from
Cosmetics and lotions will not clear your
badly', I sent tbe note to Georgs fillAuNtr Emma.
complexion of pimples and blotches like
Orino Laxative, for indigestion,
P. 3.—Now oan some of the friends tell us 1 Foley’s
.LM* Daniels
Horse Colic
Cure— j liars. Ybu got It”
stomach and liver trouble and habitual concures or
“Great heavens!
next week (or some other time) what to do
What a close
money back—at any dealer*; <
stipation. Cleanses the system and is pleasInsure your horse against Colic
for buffalo bugs, as they have »t.uck this ant to take. G A. Farchkr.
shave.1”

“Every right

»"*—•

•Muter.

[Copyright, 190$. by American Press Asso-

...

feet each deed of shame.

The quotation* below
five the r»n»o*
* °*
retail price* in Ellsworth.

COX.

“How did you happen to—to get”—
“Tour letter? I returned today."
“No, no: I didn't know you were
away. I mean— What right bare you
ALAMOOSOOK, 409, EAST ORLAND.
to”— She balked again.
There were twenty-five members present
"Marian!” be exclaimed.
at the regular meeting of Alamoosook
“No. no: I didn’t mean that”
The improvegrange Saturday evening.
There was a short pause, after which
ments on the hall are nearly completed,
he sblib “When we parted last 1 told
which will give a nice lodge room above,
you that 1 could not brook”—
also a nice hall on the first floor. The lec“Brook! It was 1 who could not"
turer furnished a
program of singing,
“Tou? The objectionable words were
readings and stones.
spoken to me.”
JOHN DORITY, 381, SULLIVAN.
“What words?"
John Dority grange held an interesting
"What words? Why, In reference to
meeting Friday evening, Sept. 3. A de- that note I wrote you to which you
gree staff of unmarried sisters conferred
deigned no reply. 1 sent another askthe first degree on Mrs. Georgia Stover,
ing for the cause of your silence. You
and the unmarried brothers instructed the
replied that you would not address a
same candidate in
the second
degree. note to a man at bis club because a
Three candidates are expected next Friday
friend of yours had done so and her
evening and the degree teams are invited note had been shown to others."
to repeat their work.
“And do you mean to tell me that a
trivial thing like that caused you to
HARVEST HOME, 403, WEST KLLBWORTH.
refrain from favoring me at the next
Harvest Home grange met Sept. 4, Overcotillon?"
seer James Carter presiding and fifty-four
“A trivial thing like that:”
members present. One new member was
"Y*es. Shouldn't 1 have profited by
enrolled and one application" received.
my friend's experience?"
After business recess was declared and
lie stood looking at ber In astonishwas served.
By invitation eighOther letters will be Riven next week. supper
ment
teen of Lake View members were present,
"Then the next time," she added. “1
1)., Rive us that story of the disposal of
also members from Alamoosook and Ar- j
buffalo bugs, please.
met you od the street you didn't speak
butus granges.
to me.”
Deputy E. W. Burrill and w ife were ! "How could I when
Will Mrs. Ida Dieter kindly communicate
you walked by
New
Mr.
from
Century
grange.
with au iutcrosttiil -‘half Herrick”.
My present
me
with your—without looking at
address is: Mrs. L. M. Haki ek, Southwest Burrill examined the secretary’s book and *
me?"
Harbor, Me.
reported them in excellent condition. Mr.
“Judging from your previous treatBurrill offered good suggestions for the
I
ment of me, 1 supposed you Intended
order.
The
the
voted
A 1 bought for Kvery l>ay.
of
to
grange
good
to cut me."
be in the parade field day in Ellsworth, !
Thursday.
"Did you expect me to bow to your
More mistakes slips through the mouth Oct. 5-6. The next grange meeting will
shadow? Could I speak to a girl who
w
a
18.
There
ill
be
than through the fingers.
danceSept.il. w< uld not even look at me?"
i»ebept.
The program by 1-ace View members j
Friday.
"You men are so"—
lake
View
was interesting,
gave a rising
8t. AuRUfctfne, thou hast well said
"So what?"
of
for
from
Harvote
thanks
That of our vices we may frame
hospitality
“Irritating
A ladder, if we but daiiy tread
vest Home grange.
else?”
Beue&th

^

KUgWOKTH MARKETS.

HER LUCKT MISTJHEE.

■

now,

_

tbe editor, but

Compound Cured Her. {

M. B. Column:
Morning! Isn’t it fine to be alive these perfect days? And don’t I wish yon and ail the
M.B^ites could see my garden—no, not the
garden, but the flowers. I’ve such an elegant
lot of petunias, and I've a new kind, and they
are great. Just put your mind at it and see
petunias four inches across and as handsome
as gloxinias. How's that? Well, I have them,
and In a'l colors.
But. see here! I’m writing this letter to tell
you that we shall not be at the M. B. reunion.
and now I’ll explain. You see. I’m not real
vigorous yet and going about tires me more
than working at home, and the <th of September we are going to Presque Isle to see our
son and his family, and if we should go to the
reunion. 1 should get too tired, so I do not
dare undertake it. You must
know that
we are both very sorry to truss the meeting of
the M. B.'s. for of all our good times we call
that the very best and most “fining". You
see we talk and get t
know each other and
Ibere's so friendly a 1 eling, so much joy in
the hearty band-clasp that we get and give.
Aunt Madge, tell them all just how it is,
and that I wish you and all hands a perfect
day in all ways, and please write the reunion
up yourself and put in every enjoyable happening; I shall want to know every little thing.
I heartily approve of the place
chosen,
and it was strictly fair to the Bluehill folks.
If we could have gone, would have pleased us
well, as we've never visited Parker Point, so
would have seen a pretty place and after
'twas over why—visited our folks.
And say to the M. B.’s that our new colt is
named Madge (thank you so much). I call it a
fine name. Bo now we have it all; we call the
year-old Pearl Day Mutual, and this one
Madge Mayo. How's that?
Now I must say good day, for I've piles of
work to do, but ’tis fine to be able to work;
yes, and raise flowers.
By by
Ac.nt Mabia.
•

Madge:
Having got round to the octagon corner of
I
I would write to you and
thought
life,
my
hid good cheer to all the M. B. folks. I would
Dear Aunt

Dear J unt Madge:
I am very sorry to tell you that I cannot be
with you next Thursday, but 1 shall think of
you and those of the M. B.’s whoarefortunate enough to sit at the well-filled board,
and "may good digestion w^it on appetite
and health on both.” Yours, Erne Stine.

J^nlctfon.

LydJaE.Pinkbam’s Vegeta-

■

The world will never adjust jtself
To suit your whims to the letter.
Some things mu t go wroa t your whole life

to

^

p*ct»lly

1

Don’t look for the flaws as you go on. through
life.
And even when you find them.
I It is wise and kind to be somewnat blind
And look for the virtue behind tl em;
For the cloudiest night has a hint *of light
Somewhere in the shadows hidi ng;
It is better by far to look for »*Ui
Than the spot on the sun abidis tg.

like

This column is devoted to the
M
<o the *»»(« of H.
county.
The column 1. open to .11 n
„ f„ ,hf
diKUMion of topic, of true ^
iBUnmU „d
for report, of It cue* meet;
•hort .nd concise. Alio
mu.t
be ,i«n«l. but ..«« •' 4vn b.
printed except by permiMton of ^ writer.
A„ commu Diction. will be

AFTER
DOCTORS
FAILED
ble

^

Willimantic, Conn.—“For flee years
I suffered untold agony from female
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 5 and 6—
troubles, causing backache, irregulari. County Orange t ield Days at
EJJsworth.
ties, dizziness and nerrons prostration. It was impossible for me to
NORTH
PENOBSCOT.
HIGHLAND, 3W,
walk upstairs
There was a good attendance at Highwithout stopping
land
on the
grange Friday evening, Sept. 3. Three
!
way
tried three differ- applications tor membership were reent
doctors and ceived.
An invitation was accepted to
each told me some- meet with Cast me grange
Sept. 11. A solo.
thing different I “The Two Orphans, by Mrs. Ames, comrecei red no bene fi t
the
pleasing program of readings
from any of them, pleted
but seemed to suf- and recitations rendered by Miss Chrisfer more. The last tina Hatch, lecturer pro tem. One vial*
doctor said noth- j tor was present from Alamoosook.

LOOKING FOX FLAWS.

a

2lnumg tljc ©rangrr

aobntMRnmta.

fflutnal Bcnrfet fiatnmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

days last week.
George Vilea, of Madison, spent Sunday
!
at Wilbur Salisbury’s.
The little sod of Floyd White and wile
has been quite ill,’.but is better.
Charles Wueomb and w:fe visited; io
w-vks.
Bangor and vicinity the past
Miss Olive Cleaves,
last week

w

ith

c

l Bar Harbor,

her^aunt.

Mr*. J

gins.
Harry Farnura and Mias
of Bangor, were at M. C.

speut
Hut-

—-

Firr.ua,

M«
rv*t

■

ver

Sunday.
MU* Delia

Wilcomb is at hc

Harbor, where she
during the summer.

has

from Bar

:;:e

employed

been

Work on It be new *cbo< i .building »
d * n be
progressing rapidly, and it
ready tor occupancy.
Little Lillian,'Cunningha:r. ntcrttiwd
her friends||last ^Saturday id ter noon ia
honor of her

birthday.

News was received here last v ok of the
wblfb
death of Mrs. Peninah Milt
occurred at Carmel Mcndi.y, .wgurt •
Urmct
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell m*
from Emery district about > v- ar ^cd
*•*»’• -n ^
half ago.
Mrs. Mitchell 1.
<

health for

a

came

long time, but tt

suddenly. Besides ai
one
daughter—31 rs.

ieav^

hu*f»:
N*

Portland, and six son*Clarence and George, wh.
liar Harbor, and Rostov
live at home. There art a 1
Mrs. Frances Brew r. :
Hannah Young, of Bar !'<

J0®*1

r'-

l'**j

>

Jl*ten

-■

!

—

Clark,

*r ^

\s

who lives in the

'’!

stricken family£has, the
entire community.
Sept.

1

«._
Indelible Ink

Inquired.

England
^
documents are required t
n
in ink made from gall-, suu
proved to be prac tically im-';
^111!.4i*5plli
By
legal

the laws ot

-*

mixture is of bruised gall*
of iron and gum arabic.
wifi*
This legal ink, at once th*
est in existence, entirely tu j
',•*!»»
to which the oak tree is sut.
Vj.ji.fi*
is caused by a fly known aThe gall-fly belongs to thn
»bi
the bees and wasps, and
,;**
t
to lay its eggs, it cuts away
Vkihw
of an oak tree twig. Prom
t0fjr
cause the tree immediate 1.'
7
and a -f
the
about
egg
large
^
called.
apple, as It is usually

di-J

JJJf*
^

->

^
j

■-

SUmcrtwnum's-

~~^<|are
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^

Preparing Food.

scientists
In recent years
»
proved that the value of foot.
ured largely by its. pur Hi
■

suit Is the most stringent pure
kne»
laws that have ever been
outp
One food that’has stood
a™
nentl*’ as a perfectly dean

food and which was as pure
la*'3
the enactment of these
npuld possibly be is Quanc-r
to be
conceded by the experts
rood for making strength
'■
and brain. The best am’.
'all foods. The Quaker oats
Ip the only manufacturer
t
that has satisfactorily solved
an
lem of removing the husks
specks which are so annoying
f
Cither brands are eaten,
convenient to.the store buy
not
ular size packages; if
size la™ }
store, buy the large

.3|

■

beaP»|

■

tgea.

^
^
,

t

|

p,

J

amnsed, CraC hjl wudolng. The walnnta
•lipped frott hk g**«P and, striking
another bag. tn&iSlkS,,* Peck ot P°Pcorn.

'tfai feest of All That Waa Offered
to the Minister.
*^r

He stood

“Please forgive tE*i, Mr#. MttUltig,11
he apologised. “I am dOity ti my awkwardness has disclosed jdur gifts too
soon.”

rm.

“They’re

not Mia’

Fleming's'/ Correct

Deacon Brown. “They're ydiita.
Vie thought we’d give you a dotrtWbh
’stead of money, times are so hardA
The Rev. Mr. Morgan unconsciously^
If the young minister bfld been' of a
backed a step. “For me? But deacon,
satisfied
easily
temperament
.sanguine,
I have no use for these—er—raw combe might have accommodated Wmaelf
modities. It la very kind of you—butto circumstances and drifted along as but“—
his predecessors had done. But James
"Besides this, there’s a aide of meat
Morgen brought the enterprise of a and a1 firkin of bdtter outside.”
put in
to
the
little
hamlet, Ufa. Fleming proudly.
modem theologian
“Now that
straggling down either side of a high you’ve seen them I’d better take the
bill, cm a* summit of which perched moladfces out too. It’s so warm in
here,” picking up two of the Jugs.
the church, like a anow temple.
“By air means," said the minister,
Aa the church occupied the center of
hla forehead, and In the genthe village, the puling minister reason- wiping
eral conversation that ensued he found
ad that It oUght to be the center of himself near BSftara Dean.
interest also. But, tty sa he would, he
“I did not expect to see you1” fee sSM
could hot awaken the detotlonal spirit In a low voice.
"I am spending a' few day* with
His parishioners were niggardly In
“Are
their titterings. the attendance was Oonaln Bess,’’ she aArwefed.
L...1I and Merest Slight His sermons yon ao devoted to UayifMf that you
have forgotten your old tfhmMV’
stem lost oB toft ilotr ttdhkihg Wor“Only those who wished to forget
shipers; his mtHfcat departures were a
me,” significantly; then, wlflfr a defailure.
spairing glance at the loaded table.
But the Her. rtf. Morgan art Mot “What shall 1 do with It*?” he stoked.
had
the
(hat
He
etjcare Jaw
despair.
“A family of ten could not consume
accompanies the aggressive nature. that perishable stuff before It spoflh.
of
bis
was
hopes
phe- Why did they bring eo much?”
The elasticity
nomenal. He simply would not be
“The unwritten law of a donation'
bad
the
call
Ha
accepted
discouraged.
party is that none may attend without
of
the
drawbacks.
an full knowledge
bringing a present” she said comThe score of shabby bouses classed posedly.
of
name
Mayhood repreunder the
“Then what special donation mnat I
sented only a tithe of the church mem- thank yon for,” ironically—“the aack
the
farmwas
prosperous
bership. It
of flour?”
ers whose Indifference be must change
His dismay was so
She laughed.
with
his
eloquence.
and conquer
comical. She did not know the desperto
So James Morgan brought
May- ate state of his finances. “I did not
hood a large stock of air castle mate- bring anything,” she said.
“I could
his
leisure. not—to
*
rial with which he beguiled
you.”
He would Institute many reforms. The
Something in her voice lent sudden
church should escape from an envelop- flexibility to his most inelastic hope.
ing mortgage and. assuming a paying ; With her love to cheer him on he
basis, make many missions glad from wonld yet make of Maywood his Ideal
Its plenty. It should be the mainspring, jI church.
social and ecclesiastical, on which
"Come with me a moment,” he said,
the village turned. He even proposed 1 lending her to the deserted window
that the parsonage be let and the | nearest the church.
"I had bright

By BLIZAlffH VAN NE8f.
by Atooc fated Literary
jpopyright, 1909, Press.]

proceeds
pital.
mous

np

devoted to the county hos-

proposal that met with unaniapproval, and the minister took

a

his residence under Widow Flem-

ing’s roof.
Until the end of the first quarter
new minister found work to do Wherever he
looked. And. being generous, he forgot to be cautious when need pulled
at his purse strings.
Hardly realizing
it he nt length found his generosity
must be governed by his* means until
he received bis first quarter's salary.
But at the end of the second quarter
the first quarter’s salary was still unpaid. With a board bill two weeks In
delinquency the minister, blushing and
stammering. Informed his parishioners
of their negligence.
While their profuse excuses satisfied
him, he could not see his wuy clear to
satisfy Mrs. Fleming. The fact that
wheat was a failure would not recompense her for his board and lodging.
Therefore the Rev. Mr. Morgan did the
only thing possible from his point of
view. He went to the city next day

things moved smoothly. The

with

a

mysterious package.

Shortly

after the doctor drove three miles to
borrow his microscope and was Informed that he had disposed of It.
"I have so little time for experiments. you know.” he explained,’with
”1 could use the
heightened color.
money to better advantage.”
From tills emanated a rumor that nt
length reached Barbara Dean’s ears.
The new minister was so philanthropic
he had given up bis pet hobby to aid
the poor.
A wee nnd timid question mark set
Itself upon her heart. Perhaps she had
been hasty. There was none quite Uke
him—so big. so firm, so brave. It was
very singular that he had not asked
again—he who In theory scorned defeat. Pretty Barbara did not know
that the hope crushed by her laughing
was the only inelastic one In his stock
or

dreams.
As the third

quarter drew to

close
without remuneration the minister
mentioned the fact again, this time
with fewer blushes and a graver air.
His needs were
urgept. Day after day
he scanned his mall anxiously for the
expected check, only to be disappointed- But. appreciating the bard times,
other trips to the city with mysterious
Packages were made.
Returning from one of these visits
one night, Mr.
Morgan was surprised
to see a
motley collection of teams
and vehicles around Widow Fleming’s
gate. Lights shone from every window of the
cottage, Including his study
and bedroom. The minister was tired
and In no mood to. participate In a
surprise party on his landlady. Bnt.
knowing her limited space, It would be
churlish to demand privacy. He mnsl
meet her guests, who had overflowed
her apartments Into
his, with ministerial welcome. Forcing the weariness
from his face, he ran lightly up the
steps and opened his study door.
Ranged around the wall was a solid
cow of
smiling
chairs, "from

whlct^

a

faces glowed upon him In welcome.
Overrunning the center table and plied

ed

SEPTEMBER SKIES.
Mars

Supremely

Brilliant—Venue the

Evening Star.

^

kjttkky to cariboo.
seconds, the farthest north then attaiend
Formalhanf AtW fn: tf&* a,
th ot Vena, by man, This party was, In May, 1884,
The reunion of the Maine Fifteenth will
nearly overhead Altai)1 Itou.
nd Saturn rescued by Capt. W.8. Schley, commandbe held at Kineo, Sept. 14-10-U.
Arcturua in the wMf, Hi» a.
In its ing the Bear and the Thetis, nineteen of
The thirty-eighth reunion of the First
low In the east. The
1 for the party, including Lieut. Lockwood,
Milky’ #a*
Maine Cavalry will be held at Bkowhegan,
divided branch will be wel* fttfiHHa*
'th having peirshed from starvation.
examination in the middle of the’ 18M*.
Thei. came the ill-starred expedition in Wednesday, Sept. U. Special rates on

The bright star seed in the weet In the
Chfly evening le the planet Venae. The
after the moon leaves the
he Jeannette, which was crushed in the the railroads.
evening*sky.'
Wight star seen in thi east after sritfMt
''na sank.
Nathan T. Swan, of Bangor, a veteran
two celestial effatiPrf v
September
brings
Uapt. DeLong and his crew
and visible all nigbt as it passes across the
led to the Siberian coast in three conductor on the old Bangor A Piscatpopular interest—the harvest moon! alrtl' i\$K
sky is the planet Mars. The latter planet the autUrtiml
ne of which was never-heard
equinox. The farmer is
of, aquis railroad, died last Friday, aged
is the chief object of astronomical Interest the
moon which is at its full
Be retired fifteen
DeLong and most of the mem- eighty-eight years.
phase on tjJb parties
this month, both for professional and 29th.
For nine evenings the moon will' whUe Cft1^*
ision perished from starva- years ago.
amateur observers. Even the casual star- ties
before midnight. The preceding
Thornton Lyfordt of Lyford A Wood|«Wer who is attracted by nbttsual ap> irtodO, that which was at full phase
Commander Robert E. ward, one of
Aug.
Bangor’B leading business
JfcA+itnces only, can hardly tail to notice 31, shows the same effect for a like interin
->en almost eontlnoBanning
men, died Friday, age eighty-one years.
the /rrOdy star .which is at its greatest
val.
S.
JT.i
meetPtarjVUHe leaves a window and one daughter
b.'illaittP'MTis monab.
The autom'Mf tefultiotf falls this year on onsly eHhutaid l»n
saoo,Mi «lthough —Mrs. Charles E. Woodward, wife of his
“
Two spCfethr events are concerned wfth
the 23d at noon, whew the sun crosses the ing with Mossm
In
partner in business.
mining th« P°l«.
Mare, On tffe' ftrst the moon found the
celestial equator golrirf sooth, and tha always short &t A.
,n<jed the northern
Dr. Stephen H. Weeks, of Portland, who
planet d.’rectly m* He path, as seen by winter
Oaetn
weather
ffK
half-year begins.
March, 1&9, IV*y
?hipelago, discov- had a national reputation as a tuberNorthern <&server?, and pissed directly
follows—at first tardily, perhdfW—but the end of the CtreenlMMt WK
known land in culosis
over it, hiding it (or ofltf hour.
specialist, died last Wednesday of
seasons never fail to answer the flstro- ering the most norths#* •
Cape Morris Bright’s disease at the Maine general
The second event coniMbtod with Man
iroMfcMl commons.
the world, which he AMWl
ell-kn4wn
is its arrival at its nearest pbhrt to the
hospital, after an illness of more than a
K. Jesnp in honor of the w
flnancearth on Sept. 18. At that time ttwHl be
year. He founded the Maine State sanadnancier
THE NORTH POLE.
who bore the bords* A
torium at Hebron. Be was seventy-four
distant 38,000,000 miles, which *T Very
I ing the expedition.
it
years of age.
nearly the least distance possible, fm iukflCM
On
Flag Planted There After
May 18, 1902, Peary reached N i.
days later the planet is in opposition with
A record of three knots faster
than that
Loag Quest.
grees 17 minntea north, the highest eras
the sun, rising at sunset. It is therefore in
any ship in the United States
U the reports that cams flashing over attained by the American flag. In 1908
navy was
it* best position ror observation.
•
d
last
week
the
by
Commander Peary reached farthest north,
Bath-bnilt
The problems which astronomers are the wire last week that Dr. Frederick A.
"*
destroyer
Flusser, in triale
attaining 87 degreea 8 minntea. ComWevklng upon relate chiefly to its surface Cook has reached the North Pole, are true, mander
'ckland mile coarse. Her fastest
Peary started from Sidney, N. 8., *OTI"“'n
ost the Be
markings and their interpretation. Then then the race to the pole has been settled
1e
at
the
rate
of 83.7 knots an
July 17,1908, on another expedition, and
is no doubt that seasonal changes in the
ther w“ at the rate of 33.4
with an American breaking the is now in the polar regions. Some are V
’"TT*"
surface condition of the panet go on,which forever,
hoew, whde ant.
„ ot h„ flve top
* lpeed
wire, for Dr. Cook is an American prod- confldent that he has succeeded in his last knots. The even.,
are upon a scale sufficiently large to oe
to reach the pole, and will divide
attempt
born
in
Sullivan
N.
in
uct,
seen front tbe earth.
Our corresponding
county,
Y.,
runs was 32.7 knots.
_____
honors
with Dr. Cook.
change? are tbe result of temperature in 1865.
Among the other notable polar expediThere will be some disappointment in
Brig.
its effect? upon vegetable life. Those on
Inquiries About Buck.
tions was that of the Duke d'Abruzzi, who
Mmrr may bo due to a like cause, and may this State that our own Maine man, the
»™nue,
of
96
FreSL
James
Mallon,
of
went by way
Franz Josef land in 1901,
T
indicate therefore the existence of vegeta- intrepid Peary, has not achieved the great
East
B.
an old Wa.
Providence,
I.,
and
led
whose sledge party,
by Capt.
*n
tion on that planet. This is a perfectly distinction that he has worked so herowrites for information concerning
Cagni, reached 86 degrees 39 minutes
“e
natural*interpretation—argued from anal- ically and ceaselessly to win, but this will north. In 1893 Fritfiiof
I.
P.
Ellicott*
the
Bucksport
brig,
in
the
Nansen,
be lost in the general rejoicing that it is
ogy.
writes:
constructed
for
the
purWhit it needed now is further detailed not the flag of Great Britain, or of France, Fram, specially
On Jan. 18,1868, lying in the harbor of Saint
reached 86 degrees 14 minutes north,
informatttararto the changes themselves, or of Italy, Sweden or Denmark, that flies pose,
Thomas, West Indies, I was attached to Comat
that
time.
the
limit
poleward
which it it*vtery difficult to secure both on farthest north, but Old Glory itself—our placing
modore Wilkes’ flying squadron in the United
There have been many others who have
States steamer Alabama.
On that evening a
account of the planet’s distance and also own Stars and Stripes.
fastnesses of the
Dr. Cook, according to the very meagre tried to penetrate the icy
brig appeared outside the harbor, acting very
from the annoyances which observers exincludwith
varying success,
polar region
queer. We were ordered by the commodore
perience from the disturbing effect of our particulars yet received, and judging from
the spectacular attempt of Prof. An- to arm and man the first cutter and go out
own atmosphere.
The decision between his original plans, made a dash for the ing
dree to reach the Pole by balloon. Noth- and see what was the matter with her.
rival theories, or the possible forming of pole from the northern part of Greenland,
I pulled the bow oar on that occasion. We
authentic has been heard of the darusing Esquimaux dogs, and being accom- ing
new theories, waits fof more observations
aeronaut since his balloon left Trom- pulled out about three miles outside, when
ing
by
panied
Esquimaux.
and their interpreted.
we came to the brig, and aB we went around
While to many the game of Arctic re- soe, Norway, in 1897.
Mars is at its
‘‘I.

^^Vjjj^ploraUon,

»

™

brightest-on the 18th and
itr iplendor. After
the 18th
loses,* its brilliancy,
and a year from now will be no brighter
than the pole star. It was this astonishing difference in brightness, occurring in
the course of a few months, which led

fairly

Jupiter
it gradually

rivals

search has not seemed worth the
none can

the

deny

the heroism and

their lives to
of penetrating to the pole.
For more than half a century men of many
nations have essayed the task, using every
dreams when I came here, Barbara.” astronomers four hundred years ago to possible means of conveyance, from boats
he went on. “I have learned to love favor the view that the earth was not the and sledges drawn over the ice, to balloons.
If I go centre of its motion—an heretical idea in
the church and the people.
The American expeditions for Arctic research start with those of the early ’50s,
away now my work will be wasted. those times, the orthodox view now.
But I think I shall go when my year
Mars is in the constellation Pisces, and when the enterprises incident to the Sir
Franklin search were undertaken.
Is up.”
moves westward eight
degrees in the John
“Where?” she asked quickly.
course of the month.
Its motion among In 1870-2 and in 1881-4 were the expedi“Anywhere—to any church that pays the stars is not evident without close tions promoted by the United States gov"That colleca salary.” desperately.
watching, because there are no bright ernment, while for the past eighteen years
tion represents my work for nine stars near it for
Commander Robert E. Peary has contincomparison.
It Is not enough. Barbara.
months.
ually essayed to reach the pole.
Venus is bright in the west after sunset,
You said that no one may attend a
Sir John Franklin, whose name is insetting on the 1st at 7.36 and on the 30th at
I 7
donation party without a present.
m.
It
brightness increases a dissolubly associated with Arctic research,
p.
If you want me little this month because the
am waiting for yours.
planet is was a well-known English navigator,
to stay here you must do your part
in Lincolnshire in 1786. In 1819 he
approaching the earth, but this increase born
to head an overland expeThe deacons and elders have looked is offset
by the southern direction of its was appointed
after the needs of the material man.
from Hudson bay to the Arctic
apparent moton, which kee^S it near tbe dition
Y'ou must provide for his spiritual horizon in the
region, and in 1825 he made another trip
evening hours.
nature.”
Jupiter cannot be observed this month. to the frozen north.
She played with the- Widow's best
It was, however, his third expedition, in
It sets on the 1st at 6.S4 p. m., thirty-five
curtains nervously.
“You said you
minutes after the sun. On the 18th it which he lost his life, that brought Sir
would not ask mb again,” she reJohn Franklin most prominently before
passes behind the sun and on the 30th
minded.
rises at 0 a< m., forty minutes before the the public. Ill 1945 Franklin set out on
“I have not. You did well to say
his expedition with two ships, the Erebus
sun.
no,” bitterly. "It my work Is worth
Saturn is in etfodllent position for study and Terror. He passed his first winter in
only butter and flour you are Justified in the later evening. It is the
conspicu- a cove between Cape Riley and Beechey
In forgetting me as quickly ns possiisland, making preparations for a dash
ous star about 14 degrees from Mars toble. Maywood can keep Its donation.
ward the east, and is nea^ no conspicuous northward. From this time on there were
I shall leave at once.”
star. It is in the constellation Pisces, ris- no tidings of Franklin and his companA change flashed
across her pretty ing on the 1st at 8.01 and on the 30th at ions until 1854, when the news arrived in
face. The mischief vanished, and In
6.06 p. m. The rings are well placed for England that all had probably perished in
Its place stole a tender blush. “Don't
telescopic scrutiny. The planet is moving the winter of 1850-1.
he hasty. James,” she whispered, with
Lady Franklin, the wife of the explorer,
slowly westward hinong the stars.
furtive glnnce over her shoulder.
a
was not, however, willing to accept this
Mercury
may be seen for a number of
"Perhaps with my donation we can evenings preceding and
and expedition after
following tbe intelligence as final,
When will the parsonuse the rest.
17th. On that day it is 26 degrees from expedition went north in the search unng% be empty?”
the sun and sets at 6.38 p. m., or forty-six til in 1859 Capt. McClintoek, in the yacht
“I’ll give the tenant notice tomor- minutes after the sun. The
planet should Fox, found many articles belonging to
Then, be
row,” he answered happily.
Later
looked for about half an hour after Franklin and his companions.
under cover of the widow’s voluminous
sunset, below Venus, but it will be seen Lieut. Schwatka found the bodies of the
curtains, with the church looking on with
in his expedition of 1879difficulty, because it is at only one- Franklin party
In solemn witness, he accepted her do- half of its
greatest brightness, and also is 80.
nation with a kiss.
American explorers participated extenmuch farther south than the
The

Life Preserver.
Using
"The worst trouble about a life preserver,” said an old sailor, 'is that few
people know what to do with one
when It's thrown to them.
Many a
man would drown In trying to get a
life preserver over his head. The average person struggling about In the
water would try to lift up the big life
ring and put it over his head. That
only causes the man to sink deeper
and take more water Into his lungs.
"The proper way to approach a life
preserver In the water is to take hold
of the side nearest you and press
That
upon it with all your weight.
causes the further side to fly up in
the air and down over your head,
a

fainter planets,

two

sun.

Uranus and

Neptune, may both be observed with the
telescope. They are nearly opposite each
other in the sky, the former in the southwest in the evening, the latter in northeast in the morning. Uranus sets on the
1st at 13.24

a.

m., and four minutes earlier

succeeding evening. It is in the constellation Sagittarius, in right ascension
each

19h. 16inin. and
grees 47
1st at 1

declination south 22 deNeptune rises on the

minutes.

in., and

a.

four minutes earlier

succeeding evening. It
stellation Gemini, in right
each

is in the

con-

7h.
declination N. 21 degrees 28
ascension

men

gain

WOOD WASTE! DECREASING.

who have risked

the fame

The spool
w'as using white birch.
took the white part of the wood only,
and was throwing away the red hearts.
Thousands of cords had been burned or
dumped in the lake to be rid of it. The
red hearts were exactly what the brush
maker wanted, and at little more than the
expense of freight he supplied his factory.
This is typical of the trend of manufacturing. Waste of wood is still great, but

who

I

it is decreasing. What],one factory cannot use, another turns to profit. Formerly
the forest—tops
mills threw away half
left in the woods, sawdust dumped in
streams to

pollute tbem]and destroy

fish,

slabs burned in perpetual bonfires, and
defective logs and low grade lumber abandoned as not worth moving;
This policy does not genefttliy prevail
Some mills have

now.

‘ringing’ you as neatly as a man
ing a cane at a country fair. After
that the drowning man can be rescued.’’—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

week and after the 20th.
on

the 14th.

moon

is

near

Halley’s

Some 8ayings of Napoleon.
You know my army. It Is an ulcer
that would eat me up If I stopped giving It other food.
You have made great use of algebra
in all your campaigns. I seem to recollect that you had strength In It and
that you could understand how minus
multiplied by minus gives plus. I have

applied this rule fairly well—Germany
minus, 'Austria' minus, Prussia minus.
Italy minus—but you must allow that
I make affine plus.

New

On the 17th
Venus.

moon

the

falls

crescent

approaching the earth
of more than seventy
years. Its present distance is nearly four
times that of the sun, and it is therefore
not surprising that it has not yet been
seen, even with modern photographic
power. It is in the constellation Orion,
near Gemini—a region which can be seen
after midnight until the morning twilight.
The comet will probably be detected before many days, and will be under observation after discovery until the spring
months, when it will be lost a while in the
sun’s rays.
The constellations visible in September
evenings include zodiacal groups Scorpio,
after

an

comet is

absence

Our text book told you and me

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Muddled Brains
result from

an

j

overloaded

stomach, sluggish liver, inactive bowels, or impure

blood. Clear thinking follows the use of
£

BEECHAMS
2

PILLS.
Sold Everywhere.

In boxee 10c. end 25c.

put in machinery

to work up their own by-products, others
sell their waste to manufacturers w ho can

Maine. The
use it, as ip the case cited in
properties and uses^of woods are now subjects of careful investigation, and the
problem of turningjto account the odds
and ends and the by-producls;is brought
more to the front now* than formerly.
United States forest service has
taken up this study in a comprehensive
The

Health
Never Falls to Restore

of

Greenland and

was

detained

a

second

and

serve

A Reliable

best and be most valuable.

May, 1855,
the party with their boats left the brig
SULLIVAN.
minutes.
The moon occults Mars on the 1st and and at length reached Upernavik. WilMrs. George Osgood, with children, who
liam Morton, a member of the expedition
has been visiting her parents, William
passes very near it again on the 28th. It
is near Saturn on the 2d and again on the and leading one of the sledge parties, re- Lord and wife, returned to A>er, Mass.,
de82
that
at
Constitution,
Cape
ring- 30th. Moonlight evenings are the first ported
last week.
20 rain, and

at^cttiscmnits.

man

systematic way. Investigations of
Gray Hair to its Natural
the woods of particular states are being
Color and Beauty.
in
with
co-operation
conducted, usually
No matter how long it has been
the states concerned. The plan, when
gray
orfaded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
fully carried out, will include every.com- of
hair. Stops its falling out,
healthy
not
sively in the search for Franklin, the first mercial wood in the United States,
and positively removes Danof
draft. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Reexpedition consisting of the Advance and J fewer than 200 species. The properties
fuse all substitutes. 2yi times as much
Rescue in command of Lieut. DeHaven, j each will be investigated, its hardness,
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
which in 1850 fruitlessly searched the j toughness, elasticity, durability, weight,
Greenland coast, penetrating as far north | fuel value, sizd of tree, regions where $1 and 50c. bottles, at drngglsts
Send 2c for free book The Care ol the Hair."
as was practicable at that time.
In 1853 ; grown, the common names by which it is
Philo Hay Spec. Co.. Newark, N. J. ,
and other
came the Grinnell expedition, equipped by [ known in different localities,
Hay's Harflna Soap cures Pimple*,
kind.
Henry Grinnell, a New York merchant, matters of this
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leading spirits
Carlisle, Pa.,
property at
The hotels—the Pendleton house, the
Northeast Harbor. Sept. R, !9C9.
Miss
Emma
of
has
Wood,
Swan's
Island
is
Bangor,
her
for
the
and
interested in the Bluehill house and John M.
spent
gave
yaoht
day, and a band
Snow’s—were several
.r
days with M. H. Haynes and
concert was enjoyed from the water, the town’s development.
well patronized, and are anticipating a
Utani-KnuTus.
at
their
at
family
lake.
Green
cottage
A
few
the
directors
of
the coryacht, handsomely decorated, sailing
years ago
of money lost Sept. 1. on
big business to-day and to-morrow.
She
came
from
Green
Lake
with
of
around a myriad
decorated boats, the poration petitioned legislature to pass an
Sunday
train between Bangor and Elisworlh.
The baseball game yesterday was beC. J. Treworgy and wife, who were them Finder please return to Fbbsmam Closmts,
band playing all the time. There were enabling act whereby the town could loan tween the
R. F. D. 1, Ellsworth.
George Stevens academy end for the
and
has
been
them
day,
fireworks galore, and Seal Harbor cele- its credit for the construction of the cable. Penobscot. Bluehill
visiting
Bluewon, 7 to 4.
here.
brated its hundredth anniversary in a Some of the taxpayers, as usual, opposed hill’s
parse containing
The Homestead of the late H. M. Gray.
battery was Robinson and Dodge;
about t JO in money, will finder return
blaze of glory.
the plai:, and the petition was denied.
F. H. Lowell, wife and son Erdman to liLcsaiLL Stagk-dbivsb
and receive re37 acres, situated about two miles west of
Penobscot’s, Wilson and Gillis; umpire,
ward?
Exercises were held in the afternoon at The corporation was bound not to be de- Malcolm
left Sunday afternoon for Tarrytown, N.
Bluett!!! village. Also half inter* st In Sh-att
Allen, of Sargentville.
the handsome new fountain which is to feated. however, and went at the task on
Mil! and Machinery, consisting <>f inginc
Y., where Mr. Lowell has employment
J
THE RACES.
commemorate the centennial. A goodits own hook. Work began in1 October,
and Boiler. Rotary. Heading machine, Stave
sj
with the Maxwell-Briacoe Motor Co.
i
fount.
etc.
The
officers
for
the
were
Franz
SimPulleys,
sized gathering of summer and permanent 1906, and the cable was l^nally laid June
day
machine. Plainer, shafting.
They have been spending Mr. Lowell’s
j
Blnehill bay. a small row boat
one lot
of
wooded;
One
wood-lot
7S
acre*,
well
mons,
Rockland,
residents surrounded the fountain, and it 15. It cost, with the equipment, about
starter; judges—Mr. vacation with relatives here and at North
j
Owner may have same by proving prop22 acres; 2 iota 20 acres each. One tw o l»*rse
erty and paying charges. Clam E. Bbidgks,
The fountain is a natural $5,000. The first message was sent J une 28. Simmons, Norris Grindle, Penobscot; Dr. Penobscot.
was unveiled.
Sooth Surry.
l two-bcrrse Bled, Plow, rurutture,
Jigger,
G.
F.
Candage,
timers—Dr.
T. S.
Bluehill;
The recent jollification was held in Red
boulder, set close to the Glencove hotel,
left-handed Saw, Drilling Machliu, Kaierj
where the road turns to run around the Men’s hall and was presided over by H. Tapley, Trem. nt; Norman Merrill, BosWEST ELLSWORTH.
££tantrt>.
Wheel, Ox Bows, etc.
F.
P.
Bluehill.
Merrill,
head of the cove, forming a central square. W. Joyce, who, with Colson Robbins and ton;
Clerk, W. J.
»
Addrkss
The
Salvation
at
Creamer,
Army
Bangor.
The Seal Harbor fire company gave an Oliver Bowley, comprised the committee
meeting
Grange
around 5o to look after our bualneaa
FRANK F. QRKKNE, Admr.,
was
well
In
hall
attended.
The
three-minute
inclass
unoccupied
territoiy. Special
exhibition drill and run.
of arrangements. Rev. J. O. Rutter, pasproved to be exRluehili, Ms*
C. R. Buss A Co.,
ducement, permanent.
Of the eighteen entries, there
Mrs. Caswell, of Millinooket, is visiting
Brief speeches were made by Prof. Wil- tor of the Methodist church, made a brief citing.
Nurserymen. Manchester, Conn.
were
and
starters,
it
was not until
eight
her sister, Mra. L. M. Seeds.
liam Adams Brown, of Union theological congratulatory address. Frank B. Miller,
OTfUCTLY first-class men. over 25 years of
jge, to act as local or traveling salesmen,
seminary. New York, and Charles Clement, of Rockland, spoke at some length on the the fifth heat that any one horse won two
Harry Standley entertained a party at a O
OAN YOU SELL GOODS?
write at once for our special terms and secure
heats.
The
race
was
then called off for
a grandson of the original settler
and development of electrical
The
power.
best territory. Up-to-date canvassing outfit ARE YOU EARNING LESS THAN fCO
pie aociable Friday evening.
the
and
will
be
finished to-day.
day,
furnishet free of
founder of Seal Harbor, and an original chief speaker was Judge Robinson, of
'T«b Chase NobDAYf
Mia* Grace Avia Carter left Sunday night bee ike. ticnevB. N.charge.
Y.
TUESDAY’8 RACES.
II to write os and we will show you how*
poem by Prof. C. H. Toy. Then the gath- Camden.
to teach school at East Brownfield.
business "I youi
earu
more.
Have
a
At the close of the meeting Capt. Alvah
ering joined in singing "America”,
Following is a summary of Tuesday’s
your own boss; and steadily Increase J1™;*
Mra. Eflza Stack pole and Miss Annie
Jefftiai Xoticra.
the fountain was unveiled and the water Barbour, of the steamer Viaalhaven, in races:
lugs Juat as long as yon are willing to t one*
Mitchell left Baturday for Beverly, Maaa.
turned on. A band concert by the Bar behalf of Swan’s Island, presented a gold
NEW ENGLAND TRADING CO.,
H. C. HATHNWAYwinTnome7m3.00 Class, 7Vo4 and Pact. Punt, $100.
I*
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Tourtelotte are resons in Masic and German on Sept. 7.
Baa
Harbor cadet band was rendered on tha watch and pendant to H. W. Joyce in Dolaress, blk
16,_South Freeport,
m. by
Pandora,
at t ne residence of Mrs. Fred H. Osgood, Main
Glencove lawn for an hour.
appreciation of what the latter had done
John T Clark, Angor. 8 8 6 1 1 ceiving congratulations on the birth of a
street. Telephone 41—21.
The evening celebration was a hand- lor the general welfare of the island. May 8. b m, by Nelson Wilkes, H
daughter—Nellie Eliza.
CABU OF THANKS.
A Dodge, Islesboro. 2 13 7 4
some one.
Practically all the cottages, First he had secured tri-weekly mail,
G. B. Floyd and wife returned Saturday
rrtO all who so kindly assisted as daring the
Ladies' and Gents' Suitings
wharves and points of vantage on the then a daily mail; he was instrumental in Annie Murphy, hi m, by Colomfrom York. Mrs. Etta Moon, who has
X illness and death of oar loved one, both
sold direct from the mills
bo, Dr C F Dwinal, Bangor.... 7 8 13 3 been
shore were decorated with Japanese lan- having the wharf built and securing
house for her mother, went by their many deeds of kindness and the
keeping
beautiful
output.. WHTf Ftt SAMPIES.
Dawn, b g, by Climax, L E
we do express oar heartfelt
terns, tha two hotels were ablaze with steamboat connections; he had installs Early
bom* with her children Sunday morning. sympathy.flowers,
Mas. Mast Rsmick.
Treadwell, Eilswodb. 1 3 6 6 6
Ifub «a*M to Every Tvwi tv;s«» TMs»to»
Ed. Rsmick.
lights and lanteraa, and every craft in the the telephone on tbe island, and the idea of Baby Lawrence, cb g, by Vaaaar,
Anno Massball
F. A. Packard,
Mgr. Retail D*I*
harbor was decorated with strings of flags the cable emanated from his fertile brain.
said
Marlon Newman, Manaet. S 6 4 6dr
little
“Father,”
Box 38 Camden, Me.
avd Family.
Solio, “what ia a
_
and lanterns from stem to stern. The
The banquet was in line with many Antamn Wllkee, b g, by Taratrickster?”
“I
can’t give you a
political
band, in a large motor boat gaily decorated famous ones which the island folks have
tine, Chaa L Jordan, Bangor... 4 4 7 4dr definition that will cover all
KLUWOETH
varieties,
Carts.
with lights, led a long procession of deeo- served. The remainder of the evening Coloma Girl, br m, by Colombo,
but, in general terms, he ia a member of
Eaton Bros, Ellsworth. 6 7 6 4 dr
rsted boats round and round tha harbor, ns devoted to dancing.
the opposition who succeeds in having his
Young Constantine, b s, by Con••■O FAY. MO
and gave a concert of nearly two hours at
j
B.
own way.”
sod*
stantins, E McKennsy, Bangor, 6 6 • dr
various points in the harbor. Quantities
All kinds of laundry worFdone at short
was weeding en—ew—account
Beggy—I
Time: 346). 241), 34*. 246), 246)
tor and delivered.
floods
edM
of fireworks were sent off from a float in of a women
being booked to death by a
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
Class, 9*4 Trot, 9.97 Pact. Parse, $194.
H. 8. EETBY A CO.,
t
the harbor and the various cottage along
beastly cow, doacher know. Wsally, I May Della, b m, by May King, Chaa L t
WMT BUD BBIP6E, ELLSWOBTil.^
I
the shore.
cawn’t imagine a more howwible affair,
Jordan, Bangor..
l l l
BLCKHILL,
MAINE.
canyon? Peggy—No, uni— it it being Jim Carr, b g, P J Sullivan, Bar HarII
BUTTONS MADE TO
bored to death by a calf.
*»*■.* * «
LAKEWOOD.
May W.od.r, blk m, by Van Belmont,
H.
W 8 Pendleton, laleeboro. , I ,
rimmed, from one’s own cloth. Made
A heavy frost recently did much
Bow's This?
at the dresamaktng rooms of
Blue Will, Jr, b a, by Bine Will, Boott
here.
damage
We otter One Hundred Dollars Reward for
and
Broa, Sullivan. 4 4 6
gkn.kal Clerical work.
case of Catarrh that cannot bo cured
M.
by
Miss EAe Franklin baa returned to any
Time: 344), 341), 140).
Hall's Catarrh Caro.
Agent of tbe Duloo 8.1* Depo.lt A Tout Co., of
EUSVI^
7 Mi I mm HKK.
F. J. CHENEY A 0O„ Toledo. C.
Boston, after a visit of a tew weeks.
PrataM
PonUnd.^Me.aor
«7-13._
We, the Undersigned, hare known F. J.
Schools began Tuesday. Martin A. Gar- Cheney, forth*
last it years, and belters him
“Mary, I with you would bo ■ bettor
Cor. Main and Water 8U. (over Moore'. Drue
*
land returned as teacher in No. 1, and perfectly honorable in all business transac- little girl.” aaid e (ether to hie little
more). ElUworth, Me.
girl.
tions, and
able to carry out any
Mias Hasel McGown succeeds Mias Ber- obligations financially
“You have no idee how aorry I am that
made by his firm.
Wuoiiie KiarwAir A Mannir,
Tho nowtpaptr which hoc no uniform
nice Franklin in No. 2.
mamma baa to eoold yon to much.” “Ob,
Foil Lines of
Wholesale Druggist*, Toledo, O.
rota for adrortiting tpaee, and it latitELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Hall’s Catarrh Curs is taken internally, act- don’t worry about it, papa,” waa the
to
take
on
a
what
itcan got for it, it a
N
AND FIXTURES.
“What! Spend flOO
bathing suit.” ing directly upon the blood and muoous sur- reply. “I’m not one ol thoee aenaitive
«**
faces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
I Edtaatss m WMog sM SepyU- CmsH.Hr
children. Hall the time I don’t hear what
“Now, hobby; this isn’t a bathing suit. Price, 79c. per
bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
M.
ANDREW
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation,
•he aayi.”
This it a beach costume.”
E11”^
Main St,
w

“ufheSat

& '.*»!? */•
coni3n|t«*fflH.

p£j

aSdrnSK*
ibereforetby

^ept.

_

bantrap“

ln*Ellew<mb^ai”*
0/September.a”

__

prt^a

yy.

angstsar -sws
M^SeVt 7.®OT*'U','CJ'-

FREE!

FREE!
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Dr. Greene’s Laxnra

gnjf

tiSSu

STOMACH, LIVER

M^^pt ^rl,1',CTr,

DR. GREENE

J

NERVURA

_
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MEN,

M

THE

THE

HOUSE

TENEMENT—5

MONEY—8am

FOR SALE1

MONEY—Russet-colored

*

BOAT—In

MAN

MRS.

CAMDEN

_PufiMiaiial
FORREST

Steam

SNOW,

WOOLENS

Laomdry and Bath

Rooms.

_

...

SCOTT,
ALICE
typkwbIt'ing^accountinq

lumping

ORDtt
VWmft
infSU,SS.,SL£S2?“

ALIOE

HOOPER
■

_Tyephone:

electrical:^:."*
*"<»0BjluWx*

(fhfi cffNcmcntfl

Commissioner Woodward bills

CITY MEETING.

crashed

at Regular Session
Monday Evening.
ot the board of alThe regular meeting
held Monday evening. Presdermen was
Aid. Eatey, Hagan,
ent Mayor Simonton,
Small. Holla ol accounts
Hamilton and
as follows:

Routine Uuslneaa

for all
rock Bold last year and not yet

(no. a)

paid for.
The question of installing a steam heating plant in Hancock hall was discussed.
The present furnaces are in bad condition,
and must be repaired or new ones must be
bought soon. The mayor saitftt had been
were passed
roughly estimated that a steam beating
ACCOUWTB wo. 7.
OF
ROLL
I
plant would cost fl,000 to fl,200. The
Amount.
ATam#.
board thought it would be a matter of
Fund.
# 46 00
.Simeon C Fuller,
po]ice
economy to establish such a plant, but the
45 00
Edward L Drumraey,
|
of first expense in the city’s pres295 88; question
Michael J Drummey,
p
Power Co.
188 58 ent financial condition is an obstacle.
Electric light, BH4UR
Aid. Hagan, to whom was referred claim
Wallace Raymond,
48 00'
Fire dept,
45 00 j of A. A. Richardson, of
Wm H Pomroy,
Lamoine, for
16
67
Frank R Moore,
j damage to carriage last spring because of
j
100
Lord,
Henry
defect in highway, recommended that the
2 26 I same be
N E Tel & Tel Co,
paid, and the board so voted.
8 00
George P Dunham,
The following communication was re5 68
Charles J Treworgy,

j

George 8 Wescott,
Whiting Bros,
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co,
William H Brown,
Orrin L Stewart,
Christopher W Clough,
Horace P Wescott,
Charles L Morang,
Martin E Jelltson,
Charles W Grindal,

|
|S

|

gaptof sob*.

j
j

Mrs Lois A Moore.
Mrs M T Spillane,
Harry L Plo,
Rodney L Salisbury,
Mrs Susan Qoogtns,
Books sod sup, Han Oo Pub Co,
Whiting Bros,
Herbert L Palmer,
J L Hammett Co.
gchoolhouse, Herbert L Palmer,
J L Hammett Co,
Charles A Beal,
F B Aiken,
Whitcomb, Haynes A
Henry L Moor.
John P Fldridge,
Frank R Moore,
Martin A Garland,
Edgar A Jordan,
Horace F Wescott,
John R Moore*.
E Tilde n.
F
Library,
Marion J Wyman,
E E Springer.
Simeon C Fuller,
Hoy C Haines,
Mary A Hodgkins,
Mrs H H Emerson.
Contingent. Thomas E Hale,
Arthur W Austin,
William E Whiting,
Frank R Moore,
Hancock Co Pub Oo,\
Fred G Wescott,
Charles J Treworgy,
Mrs L A Gray,
Harry L Crabtree,
Judson A Austin,
Frank R Moore,
Horace F Wescott,
Simeon C Fuller,
Charles C Knowlton,
F E Tilden,
Andrew M Moor,
David E Liunehan,

|
j

|

|

|

l
j

{

|
|

j

\
>

j

I

j

You are hereby notified that
while travelling on foot in the highway on
Water street in said Ellsworth on Tuesday,
the 24th day of Augnat, a. d., 1909, 1 sustained
serious injury and damage on account of defective condition of and defect in said highway, to wit: At a point a few feet south of the
first steel pole ou said Watez street, on the
westerly side of said street, in front of the
store property owned or occupied by John
Malone, was a hardwood stake driven in an
irod pipe and extending some inches abbve
the sidewalk, over which said stake or defect
I tripped and fell heavily' to the ground,
causing severe braises, strain and swelling to
and around the knee joint, also severe strain
to practically all the muscles in the right
thigh and hip joint; and that on account of
said injury and damage caused by said defect
I hereby make claim for damages.
G. B. Stuart.

6 75*
The board took a recess until Wednes16 15
8 36 day
26 80
78 76
ELLSWORTH HIGH SCHOOL.
88 23
13 87
New Courses of Study Adopted by
10 59
School Board.
3 fio
A new course of study for the Ellsworth
2168
18 45 high school, approved by the State educa2 62 tional department, has been adopted by
15 00 the school board. It offers three courses of
5 CO
Latin-scien-

study—college preparatory,
tific and English, as follows:
College Preparatory: First year—English, algebra, Greek and Roman history,
Latin. Second year—English, geometry,
Ctesar, French or Greek. Third year—
English, advanced algebra, English history, Cicero, French or Greek. Fourth
year—English, geometry, American history and civics, Virgil, French or Greek or
physics.
Latin-Scientific: First year—English,
algebra, Greek and Roman history, Latin.
Second year—English, geometry, Ca?sar,
medieval and modern history or French.
Third year—English, advanced algebra,
English history or French, Cicero, advanced arithmetic.
Fourth year—English, geometry, American history and
civics, Virgil, physics.
Englieh: First year—English, algebra,
Greek and Roman history, physiology.
Second year—English, geometry, physical
geography, medieval and modern history
French. Third
or
year—English, advanced algebra, English history or French,
advanced arithmetic, bookkeeping, commercial geography, commercial law (one
term each). Fourth year—English, geometry, American history and civics, astronomy, physics.

10 00

6 25
8 00
15 00
46 25

99 16
27 27
10 00
20 00

15 75
41 09
2 75
4 00
4 25
5 -50
54 89
55 77
10 75
2 00
67 22
71 20
2 10

SPECIAL FIRE ROLL.

f

fighting fire on Hall’s meadow,
Surry road,.....
>TREET

COMMISSIONER’S

Highways.

#311 31

...7"
West side road.
Sidewalks.

62608

238 54
386 16
171 93

Bridges.
8ute road.

-r—-

|

124 50

ROLLS.

Grand total.

$1,734 02
#3,747 85

The auditor’s report printed elsewhere
was approved and ordered tiled.
It was voted to make pro rata reduction
in electrict light bill for lights out all

|

night during June, July and August.
Attention having been called to a pond
ol stagnant water at the junction of Koval
and Sterling
streets, caused by water
filling in back of those streets which
were raised
when the dam was built,

the Bar Harbor & Union River Power
Co. was ordered to fill in the lot to abate
the nuisance.
Aid. Hamilton and Estey, the committee to which was referred claim of Daniel
Richardson for injuries to a horse frightened

by a moose
fence, reported

badly

and

cut

in

wire

a

elect French in the college
preparatory course may take physics in
place of French in fourth year.
Those who

the circumstances
were as related by Mr. Richardson, and
that in their opinion |80 would be a fair
allowance for the damages. The clerk
was instructed to write the fish and game
commission stating this recommendftion
of the
committee, and asking tf the State
*ould reimburse the city to that amount
if allowed.
*
The chairman of the finance committee
instructed to procure from ex-Street
that

Florida Hare of Hirds.
“Unless the wholesale butchery ot birds
in Florida is stopped, there will be none
left in that section of the country,” says
H. A. Austin, who spends a large part of
his time in the South.
“In the last three years the everglades
of Florida have been stripped of every
vestige ot bird life to supply the world’s
millinery markets with the plumage of
the heron that formerly bred there in
countless numbers.
“Now that the heron has practically
bird robbers are
gone from Florida, the
killing almost any other kind of tropical
bird that they can find. It is a fact that
Florida is almost barren of birds at this
time.”
was overheard saying his prayer
other evening at bedtime in this
fashion: “O, Lord, bless Johnny and
Biily Holiday and me, and don’t let any
of us die, but if any of us has got to die,
I’d ruther it was them. Amen.”

Dickey

the

Sidewalk.
Bridge.
Bock crushing.
state road

City

500

1,000 00

poor.

,M»ne.
City school*.
High school.
toxt-book..

Wioolhouse.!

*®pt. o( school*.
Mice.
to" department....
Sty library.
Merest.
Sty water.
ftwtric light.

754 00
3,560 00

1,000 00

2^300 00

^Totala,
total credit.
total warranta

8 38

3,558 38

17 62

1,017 52
8,306 93
3,284 91

819 00

93

612 20
6450

<

1,353 22
22192

527 21

80
52595
M04 88
84086

143 67
220

f All of which shows that a training secured in this school fits for
*
placing its Students. Write today for free catalog.
Died

Everybody
I

1^80 08
142,56898

uonin

^416

TAT

*49,754 97

*6^86 89
29

Accounta undrawn.
AccU. overdrawn.

numerous

jm»

accounts.

Uncollected fast
auditor’* report.
^“-MOl. fa 9,573 82
907 .
599 90
3 143 33

Tax.

Col. einee
la*t report.

BaLuneol.

W*73

82

809 90
371 23

2,772

10

*».yrw
Totals.....

Saptembe'rM^1

“*

*60,697 82

tU*

*41,387 23

T. E. Hale, Auditor.

16.

--

Bangor Commercial

Sept. 16, Ellsworth
Low rates and
a

Band

Merchants Bank Bldg.*
35 Broad St.

!

Band

(In

—

School

building with, and endorsed
by Beal School of Shorthand)

same

I

railroads. See

on

—

MISS JESSIE M. TWADDEL, PRIN.

Band

special trains

posters for

OPENS TUESDAY, SEPT.' 14

Study BOOKKEEPING, ARITHMETIC, PENMANSHIP, SPELLING,
You Ret
etc., under a practical bookkeeper and experienced teacher.
thorough individual instruction at

to mention.

Sept. 15, Bangor (2nd Regt.)

—

up”

“Grow

Demand is strong for

in Business!

details.

IDOE

our

BUSINESS COLLEGE,

graduates.

I
I

T. M. G. A. Building, Bangor, Me.,

only fits you to become a competent stenographer or ■
book-keeper, but assists you to a paying position. Terms ■
1
moderate, H. N. Doe, Principal.
not

AT

Kden Fair DateA.
The Eden fair will take place* Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 22 and 23, instead

THE TRAPS.

Ellsworth Gun Club Entertain Visitors Labor

The Ellsworth
visitors from Bar

gun

Day.
club

of

Harbor, Bangor

and Old

8 and

9, as previously

announced.

MARINE LIST.

their range at Wyman park on
Labor day. The day was not favorable to
high score, the Btrong wind which blew
during the greater part of the day making
hard targets. Few of the shooters held up
to their usual average.
There were twelve events on the program, a total of 200 birds. Only ten men
shot through the entire program, but as
many more shot in several of the events.
Altogether some 4,000 birds were trapped.
W. G. Hill, of Portland, professional,
and State champion, shot through the
program for targets only, and as expected
In the afterwas high gun for the day.
noon Mr. Hill gave an exhibition at flying
objects with shot gun and rifle, and oi(i
Mr. Hill represents
some expert work.
the Union Metallic Cartridge Co. and the
Remington Arms Co.
Of those shooting through the program
in competitions for prizes, Mr. Mutty, of
Old Town, was high gun, and took first
prize, a silk umbrella. Charles Shea, of
Bar Harbor, won second prize, a hunting
knife, and Mr. Hincks, of Old Town, won

lines. Write

to-day forcatalogue.

V.

CONARY-At Deer Isle,
Mrs Leslie M Conary, a

I

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,

brook.]

YOUNG—At Winter Harbor,
aud Mrs Irvin Young, a son.

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

LIGHTNING
We can insure
Don’t go without insurance during the shower season.
you for a small premium so that you will be protected.

TAPEEY

W.

ELLSWORTH.

ME.

Aug 30, to Mr

A BARGAIN

FARM FOR SALE OR RENT

A fine farm at North Hancock, containing 150 acres—One and one-half story house
of 10 rooms, spring water piped to buildings young orchard in bearing. Farm is
stocked and fully equipped with modern io.»ls. implements and machinery.

dolyn Olara.]

GRAY—At Bluehill, Sept 8, to Mr and Mrs
(Jrinand N Gray, a son.
LEAR—At Lamoine, Sept 1, to Mr and Mrs
Lear, a son.
Harvey
t Amherst, Sept 2, to Mr and Mrs
RODICK
George W Rodick, jr, a daughter.
TREADWELL—At Amherst, Aug 81, to Mr
and Mrs Arthur Treadwell, a son.
TOURTELOTTE-At West Ellsworth, Sept 2,
to Mr and Mrs Percy G Tourtelotte, a daughter.
WEST—At East Sullivan, Aug 29, to Mr and
Mrs James West, a son. [Almond Esta-

Killed
174

Several other Attractive Real Estate Values

Inquire

of Q,

W.

«Sg

F,

ly.

MASON

in Ellsworth, Surry, Lamoine, Hancock,
Sorrento, Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor, SouthREAL ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on the Coast.
Timber Lands. Representative of the National Co-operative Realty Company.
Also Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.
Office at Residence, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Maine.

SUI
•

CUTTfiN
wll I I UR,

Properties

MARRIED.

133

132
131
118
112
48

66
74
86
70
51
38

general INSURANCE and REAL
ESTATE business and off-r the best Compalowest
nies,
rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence solicited. All business given us will receive the very best attention.

Minot Kim-

ball.]

below.

in Real

ELLSWORTH, HANCOCK POINT, SORRENTO.

Aug 30, to Mr and
son.

bargains

We do a

O.

GREENLAW—At Deer Isle, Sept 1, to Mr and
Mrs Frank L Greenlaw, a daughter. [Gwen-

Total
200

offer for sale some desirable
Estate In

BORN.

the shoot.

spectators enjoyed
The scores for the day appear

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,

Port.
Sid Sept 4, sch Storm Petrel, lumber, Whit&
Co
comb, Haynes
Sid Sept 5, sch Melissa Trask, Newark,
staves and heads, C J Treworgy
Sid Sept 7, sch Scud, Bar Harbor, wood,
Clark Coal Co
Sid Sept 8, sch Lulu W Eppes, Bayside, load
wood, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co, Boston
Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Sid Sept 1, sch Franconia,
Boston
Sid Sept 2, sch Lizzie Lee, Boston
Sid SeptS, sch Abel C Buckley, New Y6rk
Sid Sept 4, sch Florence Leland, New York
Ar Sept 3, sch Flora Condon
Ar Sept 6, sch Wm T Donnell
Southwest Harbor—Ar Sept 2, sch ^bert J
Lutz (Br), from Digby, N S
Ar Sept 4, schs Hiram, Calais for Boston;
Seth Nyman, Oouldsboro for Rockland
Sid Sept 3, sch Albert J Lutz (Br) for Digby,
N S
In port—SeptS, schs Rena A Percy, S L Foster, Nickerson, Anna L Sanborn
Ellsworth

third, a compass.
The Ellsworth gun club furnished a luncheon at noon. W. E. Whiting, W. G.
Hill, M. Shea and H. F. Wescott acted at
different times as referee, and Harry W.
Haynes was official scorer. A large number of

Sept.

Thorough training along practical

entertained

Town at

1

27

28

AUSTIN—WHEELDEN-At Ellsworth, Sept
4, by Rev W F Emery, Miss Lillian E Austin to Harry L Wheelden, both of Ellsworth.
BUNKER—LARRABEE—At Bangor, 8ept 1,
by Rev E F Pember, Miss Maria A Bunker,
or Franklin, to Dr Charles C Larrabee, of
Prospect Harbor.
CARTER—EATON-At Brooklin, Sept 1, by
Rev A B Carter, Miss Ethel May Carter to
Jesse C Eaton, both of West Brooklin.
DUNBAR—M’MASTER—At North Castine,
Sept 6, by Rev R C Douthitt, Miss Helen
Dunbar, of Castine, to Lauren L McMaster,
of Chelsea, Mass.
HAN SCO M—DORITY—At Ellswortb, Sept 2,
by G D Garland, Miss Helen C Hanscom to
Fred L Dority, both of Mariaville.
At
Southwest
RICHARDSON-GRINDLE
Harbor, Aug 81, by Rev O G Barnard, Miss
Sylvia Richardson to Charles Grindle, both
of Hall Quarry.
STEVENS-CHATTO—At Boston, Sept 4, by
Rev Mr Marriam, Miss Frances Maud Stevens, formerly of Belfast, to Byron Herbert
Chatto, formerly of Surry.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.

—

jBfomuonnttg._
How to Save Money and Health.
Moat people have some trouble with their
health which they would like cured if it
oould be done. Dr. Greene, of 84 Temple
Place, Dos ton, Mass., makes the following
offer: He gives you the privilege of consulting him free of charge, through his great
Write him
system of letter correspondence.
trouble
Just how you feel and what symptoms
letter, explaining
you. He will answer your
what ails
your case thoroughly, telling Just
well. You do
you and how to get strong and
not leave your home and have no doctor’s fee
to pay. The Doctor makes a specialty of
treating patients through letter correspondHe is
ence anl is having wonderful success.
the discoverer of that 9elebrated medicine.
Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve rem-

edy.

*9,230 59

YEAR?.

SOHOOLS.

ALL

IN

graduation.

fair with attractions too

Sept. 14, Calais City

145

88

COVERS TWO

OF STUDY

Catalogs giving full information may be obtained upon application to any
of the following principals : A. F. Richardson, Castine, S. L. Merriman,
Presque Isle, W. E. Russell, Gorham, W. G. Mallett, Farmington.

MUSIC:

68

*Z3'338 68

COLLECTOR’S

up-to-date

200
Roy Hamor, Bar Harbor,
H. R. Pettingill, Bar Harbor, 200
524 65
200
Frank Young, Ellsworth,
474 04
200
L. Alford, Old Town,
*537 64
200
E. A. Graham, Bar Harbor,
*1,587 98 Mr. Barton, Old Town,
200
1,783 40 W. E. Whiting, Ellsworth,
120
368 73
106
Mr. Kimball, Bangor,
4,502 18 Dr. J. T. Hinch, Bar Harbor, 100
1.911«
100
H. F. Wescott, Ellsworth,
100
Orrin Clement, Ellsworth,
357 33
80
B. T. Sowle, Ellsworth,
306 41
60
M. Shea, Ellsworth,
674 05
55
Arno Pettingill, Bar Harbor,
Amoa Pettingill, Bar Harbor, 65

*25,672

Fair

j

All the features that make an

|

146

*25,672 88

*26,415 29

Open in September for the school year 1909-10.
COURSE

September 14,15,

200

1>aaag

0770

Maine State Normal Schools

Everybody

Cherryfield

153

1>5^“
25725

25725
1,360 06

Shaw Business College, Bangor, Maine

No tuition charges to persons who agree to teach In Maine two years after

148

A,780 80

world and that the school is active in

'MANUAL TRAINING

200

11350

725

Meets
AT THE

1,000 00

1,000 00
1,118 40

thebusiness

1909.__The

B«n<or, Au<. 2,

at

W324
3,800 00

W0000

-*26000

nndruwn".".:

648 79
3,804 75

60631
80000

1,200 00
2,63337
12*3 80
3,800 00
2,000 00
2,877 20

3337
48380

58 00

Staying,..

1,01100

27 21

1,500 00

.

1100
86 00

964 91
631

60000
50000
500 00
1.200 00
2^00 00
80000
3.800 00
2.000 00
00

care cam.
iota,
Bsat aide road.

25 96

1,548 64
2,406 98
1,774 96

3,808

4 500 00

torpt.

500 00

00

JUNE 1—2-3-4—g—8
1—2—3—7—8—9—12—13—14—15—16—17—20—21

JULY

22-23-26-28—29—30—31

200

*208

training that fits for the business world.

a

following record.

Read the

10—12—15—16—19—22—23—24—25—26—28—30

W. G. Hill, Portland,
Mr. Mutty, Old Town,
Charles Shea, Bar Harbor,
Mr. Hincks, Old Town,

Bal.

Ption.

securing

MAY 1-3-4—5—6—7—8—10—12—14—15—17—18—19—20—21—22—25—26—28—29

Birds

CITY AUDITOR’S REPORT.
(After charging off rolls and orders passed August 2, 1909.)
Warrants
Total
Sundry
Appropridrawn.
Fund.
credits.
credits.
I4-122 ®
Contingent. *8,000 00
*6,802 57
*802 57
4,7H 82
5 94
4,505 94
Highway. 4 500 00
975 35
1,500 00
1500 00

who is desirous of

<DThe Bangor Daily News in its columns during the months of May, June and July had instances of Students of the
*
Shaw Bueineee College and Shorthand School, taking positions on the following dates:

evening.

Co,

$1,889 33
For

Results Count.

yGRNTLBMRN:

j

man or woman

*

Ellsworth, Mr., Sept. 6, ’09.
of Aldtrmen of

8 00

P A A Klllam,

Merits the consideration of die young

To the Hon. Mayor and Board
the City of Elleworth:

2 50
2 50
1812
7 96
1125
16 85
4166
9 15
2000
6 00
8 00
8 00
10 00
8 00
7 00
10 00
2 26
4 28
5 75
4 50

)

Portland

ceived :

77 00
8110
7 60

High school, Henry L Moor,
Mrs James Wilson,
School,
Mrs Mnry Pratt,
Mrs Simon Garland,

Bangor )
Augueta > ONLY

Write him at

once.

Write to-day for FBEB bottle of Dr
Greene’s Laxura for all stomach, liver and
bowel trouble.

DIED.

j

DONNELLY—At East Bridgewater, Maes,
Aug 28, Mrs Nellie M Donnelly, of Bucksport, aged 61 years, 8 months, 29 days.
GRAY—At Penobscot, Sept ft, Mrs Hannah E
Gray, aged 75 years.
New York, Sept 1, Brace
HIGGINS—At
Harvey Higgins, formerly of Ellsworth,
aged 48 years.
JO YCE—At Bar Harbor, Sept 4, Ines Frances
Joyce, aged 15 years, 6 months, 26 days.
SAUNDERS—At Penobscot, Sept ft, Isaac L
Saunders, aged 84 years, ft months, 19 days.
TREWORGY-At Bluehill, Sept 8, Merle L
Trewotffcy, aged 2 months, 9 days.
LEACH—At Penobscot, Sept 6, Haskell Leach,
aged 67 years, 10 months.
WESCOTT-At Bluehill, Aug 80, Mia. 'Joale E
Wescott, aged 15 years, 11 i^onths, 14 days.

THE—

FRUIT

CLARION.

aooA

Whether it’s

a

nace—if it is

a

The choicest that the market affords
fresh, luscious, wholesome.

"Clarion”, it is
requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co*
Bangor. Sold by
sore

▲11 flavors—Drawn fromfElls worth’s
handsomest fountain.

range or a fur-

to meet every

Bananas at Wholesale.
Confectionery

Main Street

Cigar*.

LUC HINTS,

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

and

Main

Street.

(Giles Block)

Ellsworth.

Mrs. Wesley Clark attended the campmeeting at Jacksonville lsst week, and
had a very enjoyable time.
Linwood Burgess, who has been visiting relativss in Washington county, is

—i America*
has subscriberi at 107
th* 117 post-offices in Hancock county.
dll the other papers in the County com-tned do not reach to many. The America* is not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has newer claimed to
be, but it is the only paper that can property be called a County paper; all the
east arc merely local papers. The ciroulaNm
The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, i* larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

home.

day

The junior members of Epworth league
a
pleasant entertainment at the
Methodist chapel Sept. 3.
Mrs. Minnie Wentworth snd daughter
Marion, who have been in Mi. Desert a
few weeks, have returned home.

A gold-headed cane has recently been
by William Welch, from the Boaton Post, he being the oldest male citizen
of Franklin. The cane is to remain in his
possession during his life, and at bis
Mr.
death to pass to the next oldest.
Welch emigrated to California, across the
plains, in ’58 with a drove of cattle and
horses, 500 head. He was six months going across, it is worth while to hear him
Mr.
tell of his experiences sit routs.
Welch is well provided With canoe, aa be
has one which he cut on the Sierra Nevada
mountains while in California. The wood
is mountain mahogany. From the stick
ho cut, be made three canes. One he gave
to his partner and one he told for $30, just
the wood, which he had prepared for
mounting. The one he kept for himself
he had mounted with gold and silver,
coating $30. Mr. Welch at that time valued his cane at $50. It is beauti fully engraved with hii name and the Odd Fellows’
emblem. Mr. Welch has Just pasted his
eighty-fifth birthday, and is smart and
active, working on his lawn from early
morning till night.
K.
Sept. 6.
received

John Homer is st home after spending
the summer at Hancock Point.
Hal. P. Blaisdell enjoyed a trip to
Waterrille last week, attending the fair.
Mrs. H. A. Richardson, who had a
serious ill torn last week, is slightly
better.

Mrs. H. F. Collins was in Bangor Tuesto attend the funeral of Mrs. Fannie
Walker.

day

Lewis F. Springer arrived at Green
Gables, from Norway, Mich., Thursday,
and will remain indefinitely.
Misses Charlotte and Jessie Mscomber
in Ellsworth last week, the former
staying for a few days’ visit.

were

District Superintendent H. B. Haskell

interesting, helpful sermon Sunday. Unfortunately the rain kept many
gsve

next.

gave

COUNTY NEWS.
FRANKLIN.

,

Mrs. Lufkin and Miss Dqpnell will conmence the fall term of school here Tues-

sn

away.

J. Raymond Dwelley, wife and infant
daughter returned from Isleeford last
week. Mr. Dwelley has gone to Brooks to
resume teaching.

the lighthouse road. Th* stimulus of
ssaair made the feast ao occasion that
"like the feast ot O’Ronke, will na’ar b*
forgot, by those who were there, or those
who were not”.

COUNTY NEWS.
fbr Additional Oounty Vltfh

Me

on

ttt#

oihor jwfw

WINTER HARBOR.
William Mack is seriously ill of typhoid
fever.
B. L. Hadley, of Bar Harbor,
town

was

in

was

in

Mine Jane W. Moore is visiting relitive*
in Steuben.
Frank W, Cole and Winslow Noonan, of
Nashua, N. H., are visiting relatives here.

Friday.

Miss Olive Coolidge, of Lamoine,
town this week.

Mrs. Lena Smith came over from Bar
Harbor tor the week-end with Mrs. Kate
Peters.

Miss Sophie Baker, of Steuben, is visiting relatives here.
Prof. L. C. Bateman, of Lewiston,
in town a few days last week.

Rev. Q. W. M. Keyes and wife leave today for Scarboro for a vacation of live

was

weak*.

Mrs. Geneva Perrin, of Bast Sullivan, is
her parents, Alfred Merchant and
wife.

Misa Dorcas Allen went to Bar Harbor
a few days with Mrs. L.

visiting

Friday to spend
B. Deaay.

Miss Marlon Tracy leaves Monday for
Hebron to resume her studies at the

Rev. Thomas Van Ness, ot Boston, has
bought the Johns estate, and is now having repairs mads on the boose.

academy.
Lewis Libby, wife and daughter, of
Mrs. Q. P. Cloaves and children and Mr*.
Charleston, are guests of Rev. Mr. and Ralph Wakefield, of Bur Harbor, ware
*
Mrs.Drew.
guests of E. W. Cleaves last weak.
Milton B. Jordan hat sold hit plumbing
Mrs. Annie Sargent, of West Oooldsbusineaa to L. C. Smallldge, who will take boro, and Mrs. Fred Alien, of Evarett,
possession Oct. 1.
Maas., were guest* ot relatives hem TuesEreratt Upturn and wife wan at Arling- day
ton, Maaa., laat week, called than by the
J. M. William* has converted his boatdeath of a relative.
house Into a camp, where the family and
Quite a delegation from thle town at- friends enjoy shore dinner* in camp
tended the C. E. rally nt Corea Tuesday "What Cheer”.
afternoon end enntng.
Mrs. Ella Johns, a guest of Mrs. Alfred
Work on the new eehoolhonae la pro- Hamilton for a few weeks, baegooe to
greasing WPldly under the supervision of Winter Harbor for a few dayg be lose reContractor F. E. Weston.
turning to Somerville, Mate.
Dr. C. C. Larrabee and wife, who were
Alfred Merchant, who baa been working on ft govern men t job near Portland, married in Bangor Sept. 1, arrived borne
Friday night. Mrs. Larrabee was Mia*
•pent Sunday with relatives here.
Mrs. Herbert Tracy, of Steuben, la in M. A. Booker, of Franklin, who resigned
a fin* position in Clinton hospital, Clintown, called here by tbe lllneet of ber
ton, Mans, to become Mrs. Larrabee. She
mother, Mr*. George W. Pendleton.
is well known in this vicinity, having
MARLBORO.
Mrs. George W. Pendleton fell down a
been a aocceseful teacher in town thirteen
Maynard Ford has gone away to work flight of stairs Monday, dislocating a
years, and fauna host of friends here who
on the B. A. A. railroad.
shoulder and sustaining other injuries.
give her a cordial welcome. The doctor
Mrs. S. H. Re truck and her son, Homer
James and Frank Sawyer has pur- and Mr*. Larrabee are taking a
trip into
in
of
RobWilbur
reunion
chased
the
stock
of
E.
the
J.
attended
clothing
Wilbnr,
Aroostook county this week.
will
continue
at
38.
and
the
boeiness
Eastbrook Aug.
erton,
C.
Sept. A
Mrs. Nellie Martin, of Ellsworth, vis- the Noyes store.
SULLIVAN
HARBOR.
Annual field day of the Odd Pellows
ited her mother, Mrs. D. L. Gilbert, and
Roth Allen is teachingjn Steuben.
and others order* will be held at the
Mrs. Lizzie Treadwell, last week.
Rev. A. B. Lorimer and family, who Jordan field, Oct. 18. The usual large
Harry Meynell arrived Saturday from
Bar Harbor.
have spent tbe summer here, will return to attendance is expected.
Schools will open Monday, Sept. 13, with
their borne in Bangor this week.
Arthur Dyer was a guest of Mrs. Otis
Primary, Miss Hinman Sunday.
William Brooks, wife
and children, the following teachers:
M.
Mins and Maud, of Ellsworth, visited M. Kills Staples; intermediate, Mra. Luis
Dr. Stevens, of MilHnocket, has been in
Bunker, of Prospect Ijiarbor; grammar. town the past week.
R. Mclutrye Saturday and Sunday.
_

Numerous friends here of Mrs. Maria
Bunker Lsrrabee, whose marriage to Dr.
Larrabee, of Prospqpt Harbor, occurred
in Bangor, last week, extend congratulations.
James E. Parsons and wife, of Ellsworth, were week-end guests of Mrs. Wesley Clark and other relatives and attended
the Grand Army picnic, returning home

Monday.
Miss M. F. Macomber, of Stoughton,
Mass., pastor of the Methodist cuurch
here last year, who attended camp meet-

ing

at

Jacksonville,

was

joined by quite

party of former parishioners

Sept.

en

a

route.

B.

6.

Mrs. Hulda Richardspn is very low.
Nason Crimmin, of Hallowell, is here
calling on old friends and neighbors.
Mrs. Elizabeth Gates and daughter Edna
have returned to their home in Castine,
after a week’s visit to Mrs. Gates’ parents,
John D. Perkins and wife.
WILBUR REUNION.

Wilbur family was held Saturday, Aug. 28, at Grange
hall. Eastbrook. There were about eighty
members and friends of the family present. After the usual greetings, a bountiThe annual reunion of the

ful dinner

was

served.

Estella and Dorothy Ham, who
visiting their grandfather, S.
H. Keni'ck, have returned to Boston.
Misses

have been

Mrs. E. C. Alexander, with children,
Donald and Dorothy, who has spent tbe
with her mother,
Mrs. Clara
summer
Ford, returned to Houlton Saturday.

cluded,

Committee.

interesting program
dered, consisting of singing, recitations
Edna
Gates, Julia Barron and Mias
by
Jordan, song by Leona Wilbur.
Sept.

was ren-

6.

HANCOCK.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas. The voice of the Great Spirit has
spoken and called from our council Sister
Emma Foss,
Resolved, That while we bow in submission
to the divine will, we feel saddened by the
first death in our council, and pleasantly recall her kind and cheerful disposition.
Resolved, That we, the members of Eli nee
council. No. 23, Degree of Pocahontas, extend our deepest sympathy to the berdhved

Spec.

EAST FRANKLIN.
The Free

Baptist society gav«s*a supper
Sept. 4.

at its church

Percy Donnell

Misses Adams and Prescott leave to-day
Cambridge, Mass.

B. E. Tracy and wife, Dr. A. E. Small,
F. E. Weston and wife attended a reception given in honor of
Eugene C. Sargent and wife at their
summer home on Iron bound island.

for

and wife and

E. P. A. Simpson, U. SL 3.
home for a couple of weeks.
The

common

schools

Hartford,

is

commenced Tues-

Miss Qoodwin teacher here.
The fall term of high school will com- day.
The Sunday school reopens Sept. 12.
about Oct. 1, or as soon as suitable
Sept.
accommodations can be procured. Under A cordial invitation is extended to all.
EAST SULLIVAN.
the new school laws, the town will esMrs. Moses Hawkins and the Misses
memorial resolutions.
tablish a high school of standard grade, Hawkins were guests of relatives at
AX a regular meeting of Morancy council. with a four-years coarse of study as recom- Grindstone Friday.
No. 58, J. O. U. A. M. held August 28,1900,the mended
by the state department of pubThere will be a dime tea under the
following resolutions were adopted:
lic schools. Much interest is manifested
auspices of the Uberil Christian society,
Whereas: The angel of death has again
by parents and pupils, and there are indi- j Thursday afternoon at Mrs. S. V. Hennis*.
entered our council chamber and severed
!
cations of a targe attendance at the openanother link in the chain of onr brotherhood
Harold Chandler and Miss Chandler left
of
the fall term.
ing
Brother
Arthur
B.
Kingsley
by removing
Monday for their home in West Newton,
£.
from our midst, therefore be it
Sept. 6.
Mass. The cottage will be closed WedResolved, That we offer to the members of
nesday for the season.
the family, who have long enjoyed the guildSALISBURY COVE.
A number of friends gave Mra. George
ing hand and kindly presence of a loving
Mrs. Norcross, of Portland, is visiting
husband and father, our sincere sympathy in
a genuine surprise party Tuesday
Emery
Leon L. Smith and wife.
their affliction.
Abe.

6.

The business meeting was called to order by the president. Leona Wilbur, and
the minutes of last meeting were read by
the secretary, Mrs. Flora J. Perkins. The
following officers were elected: Pearlie
Wilbur, president; J. D. Perkins, vicepresident; F. J. Perkins, secretary and
Resolved. That our charter be draped in
treasurer. Committee on entertainment,
Maud
Mrs.
Wilbur, Edith Perkins, mourning for thirty days, and that a copy of
be entered upon our minMillie Wilbur, Emily Coombs and Is- these resolutions
utes.
abel Jordan.
Committee on
arrangeResolved, That a copy of the resolutions
ments, Alonzo Wilbur, Ray Hardison and be sent to the bereaved family and that they
Alvin Wilbur.
also be printed in The Ellsworth Americas.
It was voted to have the next reunion
Kenneth E. Bragdon,
the last Saturday in August, 1910, at the
Edw ard E. Bragdon,
Boland M. Orcutt,
same place.
After the business was conan

Miss Breta Haskell, of Deer Isle.

assisting H. Blaisdell
in his store while his clerk takes a vacais

tion.

Welch, Mrs. G. H. Welch, Mrs.
J. H. Patten, Mrs. Lorenzo Bragdon and
William

family.

mence

|

Mass., are home.
Resolved, That in memory of our sister
charter be drapped in mourning for
Thomas Liscomb and wife moved into
thirty suns and that copies of these resolu- their new cottage laat'week. Mr. and
tion* be spread upon onr records, forwarded
Mrs. Smith will occupy the flat vacated by
to the bereaved husband and sent to the local
Mr.Liscomb the coming winter.j
paper for publication.
i An enjoyable lawn party was held at
Alice J. Crabtree,
Nellie M. Crabtree,
i Campbell’s point Friday evening. Misses
%
Bessie S. Walker.
i Gladys Hainor, Ruth Salisbury, Josephine
Committee.
Leland and Mildred Emery proved de-

daughter

bat truthful representations and Dr. George Phillips, of Sullivan, spent
of the daily work done in Ellsworth by i Sunday at W. H. Phillips'.
Howard and Frank
Hodgkins were
Doan's Kidney Pills.
called to Waltham, Mass., by the death of
Mrs. John Meader, of Ellsworth, Me.,
their sister, Mrs. Ella Thompson.
says: "I was so well pleased with the
are

benetit'I derived from Doan’s Kidney Pills
in 1902, that I gave a testimonial at that
time publicly recommending them. I am
gl*d to say that I have no need of a kidremedy since. For several years my
back was weak and sore and I found it

ney

difficult to stoop

arise from

Roy Partridge,

who has

been

employed

past two months by C. A. Penney,
has returned to his home at Hancock.
B.
Sept. 6.
the

_

M’KIXLEY.
W. Z. Richardson and wife left Saturday
for their home in Wellesley, after a stay
of three week®.
Mrs. Fred Lowd and children went
to their home in Portland Tuesday, after
a stay with Mrs. H. P. Richardson.

for the amusement of the guests

a

nfcir pay—

Sept.fi.

—

Joseph,

liam, Oscar, Herbert; Mrs. Charles H. Iceland, of Ellsworth, and Mrs. Bertha
Hodgkins, of Newburyport, Mass.
The old farm house owned by E. C.
Bowen, of Newton, Mass., and occupied
by Charles Garland and family, was
burned last week. Nearly all their furniture was saved by the prompt assistance
of neighbors. Mr. Garland has rented
the Goodridge farm owned by John A.
j Peters, of Ellsworth.
:
Mr. and Mrs. Asa W. Blanchard, of
Booth Brewer, who were married Wednesday, Sept. 1, are spending a few days with
Mr. and Mrs. Liscomb. Mrs. Blanchard,
who was Lina Gray, daughter of Frank
W. Gray, now of Orrington, resided

agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take

no

other.

to it. I commenced using Foley's Honey and
Tar, and it stopped my cough, and 1 am now
entirely well, and have gained twenty-eight
all dneto the good result from takng Foley’s Honey and Tar.” U. A. Parches.

fiounds.

C. H. Norwood apent San

persuaded into taking anything
Honey and Tar for chronic coughs,
bronchitis, hay fever, asthma, and lung
trouble, as it stops the cough and heals the
lungs. G. A. Parch an.

confined’

Kittridge,

Dyae,ofi£onaiah.

weZ

_

_________

MiM Nine Staples
sale.

Isaac Morphy to still in poor health.
George Monde*, of Rutland, to visiting
at W. A. Uerk'a.

leemployed st Ialasd

Mrs. lues Smith went to Bar
Hatbor
this wash to visit her brother
Uareuo,.

Walter *■ Lont Is etlU euffcrtug with
Oapt. Willard Staples and. wit* cn,
rheamettern, hut improving,
bom* Friday an account ot the
poor htahb
Ashbury Lopaus, who to at work at Her- of Capt. Staples.
ring?# Neck, spent Sunday at hone.
Miss Hazel Stockbridge and Miss
Rub
Mr* Q. W. Lunt and daughter Theresa Staples will attend the tall term ot
nornal
spent Friday, Sept. J, at Transom with M. school at Caatine.
R. Rick and wife.

8. J. Carpenter and tamlly,. who
bin
a month at their
cottage here, hTw
returned to Sharon, Mass.

Mrs. Addis Ferre,U and twin girls, at
Center, who visited her sister. Mm. Potty
Wentworth, ha* returned borne.

spent

j

Edwin H. Rumill, who ha* spent hie vacation with his parents, L. W. Rumill and
wife, returned to Boston Saturday.

Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Rutter went to Bm.
on Thursday to visit relatives.
Their
daughter, Miss Evelyn, accompanied then
and will attend school.
(on

Edwin Lopaua and wife and Mrs. AphThe I. O. O. F. gave a snpper anil dim*
bury Lopaua attended the funeral of Mr. at Seaside hall Tuesday evening. Aug. j.
Lopane' couain. Mm. Arno Marshall, at An unusually large crowd attended. ProWest Trenton, Aug. 31.
eeede, (85. The affair w»s given for tht
benefit of the
S'Pt- *■

A. A. Wentworth came from Rockland
the boat he has just purchased
of Charles Carrel. Mr. Wentworth will
go scalloping this winter.

Friday with

here laat week

calling

8.

Wi J. Harper and wife were in Bar Harbor on business Thursday.

hia cousin,
other relatives.

Mrs. Zulma S. Clark, and
were glad to welcome him after
absence of nine years.

Odd Fellows hall.

SEAL COVE.

on

All

new

__

W. C. Moore, of Pori Townsend, Wash.,
was

W. S. Rowe, who iB employed at the
Green cottage. Northeast Harbor, .wo
home a few days this week.

an

The children's sewing society, composed
of Katie Pomroy, Reta Rumill, Ruth
Thurston, Hazel Reed, Leoia and Marie
Rumill, Freelove Brewer and Theresa

Mrs. Alice Koppel, o’ Boston, and Mrs.
F. C. Jermyn, of Hingham. Mass., are
guests of Mrs. Koppel's mother. Mrs. S. D.

REACH.

W. J. Harper, with sister, .Mrs. Alict
K-oppel. ami atlrs. Jermyn, spent .Suuraay

Harper.
Miss Mary Fierce, of Boston. who bis
Lunt, who are working to pay the church
vseation st Atlaut is- with bet
janitor, met at] Theresa Lunt’a Saturday. spent her
Airs. George Bobbins, was in town
Bister,
Much praise is due them.
Friday, on her way home.
Thelma.
Sept. 6.
N.
Sept. 4.
_

Mias Nellie Haskell arrived home Frian absence of four months.

in Bar Harbor.

day, after

Austin Maddocks, of Ellsworth,
town Saturday, collecting data for
ter of Mt. Desert island.

Mrs. Ellen Hayes, who has spent a few
weeks with her brother, Capt. William
Lowe, baa returned to North Deer Isle.

Sept.

SWELLINGS
BRUISES
Swellings, bruises, sprains,

was

in

regis-

a

N.

6.

‘iWimiBltnfr.is

I

’

sj 1| ■

(■

■

■(!

i(dv»r, huw to obtain paumt-v irmio ana*,
eoprrlirhta. rte.. )N ^|, COUNTRIES.
Business <Brret with Washington tavssPm%
mtmry and eftm thr patent.

IJ2S&u.5 ,MiR

Patent and InfHnftmant Practice £xc!a»)«Iy.
Writ*

or come

too* at

SIS Bat* Street, opp Halted State*
WASHINGTON, O C.

OM*.
__

cut*,

should be

immediately bathed
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment.
Always keep it in your home for the
etc.,

with

When quickly
emergency call.
applied and bandages kept thoroughly
relief
is
soaked,
quick and certain.

Johnson's
ANODYNE

Liniment

PARSONS’ PILLS

has been famous as the family
emergency remedy
for 99 years. It is as effective when taken internally
for colds, influenza, asthma, cramps, colic, diarrhoea,
Me., as when applied externally.

the m ^ >"';•***
bver medicine. Kel***
biUousneM. ^njujouoa
and headache.
are

23 cents and SO cents a kettle.

on

L S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

Tuesday.
visited her old

CLARIONS COOK

evenly, always, with least pos
Accuracy
sible attention.
construction is the secret,
nre
ing complete control of

Nora Sinclair.

chronic constipation. Doan's Reguleta
operate easily, tone the stomach, cure conati25c. Ask your druggist for them.—
Adel.

vunthmV

n,"

Robert, little son of Dr. J. Grindle, is
recovering from pneumonia.
Miss Segrid Statnacke, of Brooklyn. N.
Y., is making a week-end visit with Miss

cause

dama*

Benmilt,

_

Mrs. Frank Fullerton
home here last week.

'pation.

'*•5' at hotm.

lilllT^"

Dorothy Bran scorn is home from the
Bar Harbor hospital, where she has been
for an operation on her foot.
Mrs. C. D. Joy is in the Bar Harbor hosfriends pital, where she had an operation on her
throat. Her friends hope to see her home

Do not be
but Foley's

Brooklin to*

>4bte

a

oven.
1

de
Leisure increases, labor
creases, worries

when
to do

cease

to

CLARION commences
your cooking for you.
a

Thousands of Mainepe0?}'
have used CLARIONS
noth
years and would have
else.

_

sole

Della Wallacehaa go ’*• *o
few daya.

■

tamiiy.

annual kindergarten fair and sale

hekd

u

TR^MOKT.

Kelley,

her vacation.
The

f,_

•

__

Winfield^

Friday.

was

after
wm

It has pleased Altnlgfety Ood to Hie aloop ia at Manaet.
remove from our midst our brother.
H- Norwood ia
***•'
tfc
8. Sprague, and it is but just that a fitting rec- «—» with a
aprained ankle.
ognition of his many virtues should be made,
Jacob
whole employed
therefore be it
In Ban.1
Aesolved, That white we bow with hwusMe nor, apeak Snndey with hia
submission to ths will of the Most Bight we
e
Qnite
heavy froet vUiUd here,
de not the less mourn the brother who Be#
ago, being considerable
been taken from us.
Mm. Oeerge Wall.ce went
Jfasolved, That in the death of Winfield A
to M.chUl
Sprague, this lodge laments the loss of a Saturday to acnompany her
""
brother who was ever ready to proffer the home.
hand of aid and the voice of sympathy to the
Mre. Jails
with little
mb. a
needy and distressed of the fraternity; an Portland, who h»
been
active member of this society whose utmost
O.
M.
ha,
endeavors were exerted for its welfare and father,
prosperity; a citizen whose upright life was a
John Boyedasd wtfc, 0f
standard of enfulatioa to his fellows.
/
Stoektee.
Jtesolved. That the heartfelt sympathy of vialtlng Mrs. Fred X
Rich. Mr*
this lodge Is extended to his widow and chll- i
formerly taught reboot here, and
1
dren In their aflHctlou.
general favorite.
Jtosof red, That these resolutions be spread
»cbaed
upon onr -coord# and a copy thereof be transretun*
mitted to the wife of onr deceased brother, home
Saturday after spending a f,„
eopiee be sent to Tva Ellswooth Annates* with her broUwn, UD.and
Sidney Biek
and Bangor News for publication.
^
and her rleter, Mrs. X Walleoe.
E. M. Bcmiu.
^P1-8B. B. Ran*.
fo*.
W. A. Oort,
ATLAOTIC.
Committee.

were

Miss Ethel Reed is home from Boston

Thareday

accompli
***•“£
W"'
**ra.»Jm
Leri Knight.

Whereas,

greatly enjoyed.

sitting
position. I also had sharp pains in my
kidneys which felt like the thrnst of a
here several years. Her many
knife. The kidney secretions were very
Mrs. Anna Tiask, with Misses Harriette here extend best wishes.
irregular m passage and caused me added and Vinnie, has returned home gfter a
R.
Sept. 0.
again soon.
annoyance. Until I procured Doan’s Kid- summer’s work at the Dirigo, Southwest
B.
Sept. 6.
I
Harbor.
leave
week
for
RockPBOSPECT
at
this
Pills
HARBOR.
Moore’s
store,
nothing
drug
ney
They
where they will live.
land,
WEST HANCOCK.
Richard Bendix returned home Saturtried did me any good. This remedy went
Sept. 6.P. M.
Mrs. I. E. Bridges and family, who have
day.
directly to the seat ol my trouble, howJ. S. Coombs and wife entertained a spent the summer ben, returned to their
A NARROW ESCAPE.
ever, and brought about a cure.’
home in Hoboken, N. J., last Saturday.
a merchant of RobinsonEdgar N.
party Tuesday at their camp, Sea Breeze,
Price SO cents. ville, Del., Bayliss,
For sale by all dealers.
wrote:
“About two years ago I
was thin and sick, and coughed all the time,
Harsh physics react, weaken the bowels,
Foster-Milburu Co., Buffalo, New York, and if I did not have consumption, it was near
WARNING.
or

ms

MKMOikAi ttMUPnoMh
At t regular meeting of Barnard lodge.
No. 126, Knights of Pythlo, held Aug. 27,
the following resolutions'WePe adopted;

j

following

/fan

Wfefr' ¥W5MONT.

Dr. Charles E. Cook, of South Berwick,
came home last week to attend his sister’s
wedding, which takes place to-day. Mr.
and Mrs. Sewell, parents of the bridegroom, and two young friends of the bride,
from Bangor, are of the house party to
witness the marriage ceremony.
Clifford Robbins took a launch party of
lightful entertainers.
home friends to Mt. Desert Rock for a few
HANCOCK POINT.
Mrs. J. Atwood Bowden and daughter
visit. On their return Mrs. Fred
days’
Have
Made Many
Ellsworth
A daughter was born to >lr. and Mrs.
Mildred, who have spent the summer at ; Robbins accompanied them to Southwest
William Oallison Aug. 27.
where Mrs. Stephen Harmon was
Harbor,
their cottage at the “Ovens”, have re- ;
Kesideuts Enthusiastic.
Miss Margaret Peck, of Bristol, Conn., I turned to their home in Ellsworth. Their waiting to take her little daughters, w ho
had speut the summer on the Rock, home
is visiting her aunt. Miss Jane Brownell. many friends regret their departure.
to North Jonesport.
No wonder scores of Ellsworth citizens
Spray.
Florence, daughter of Dr. Edgar Young,
Fred Emery, son of Herbert Emery,
Sept. 6.
grow enthusiastic, it is enough to make
of Everett, Mass., is visiting relatives died Friday evening after a lingering illof
find
relief
after
NORTHEAST
to
HARBOR.
years
anyone happy
here.
ness.
He leaves his parents and four
Mrs. Philena Folger visited friends here
suffering. Public statements like the
Wil- *
Mrs. Farnsworth and
Ada brothers and two sisters

Happy Results

APMy

a

with be’
by her

evening. A choice “express package” (?)
Joseph Lord, wife and daughter Phyllis,
John Lily is entertaining Peter Melon was
presented, which contained many of
Melrose, Maas., who have spent the
and family, of New York, at Ingieside.
pretty and useful gifts. Mrs. Emery left summer at their
cottage, left for home
Miss Sara Homer, of Franklin, is visit- Friday for Cambridge, Mass., where she
i
Tuesday.
ing her sister, Mrs. Sherman McFarland. will live.
Mrs. Rebecca Tapiey. who has been visH.
Sept. 6.
Miss Dorothy Coughlin, of Ellsworth,
iting her cousin, Capt. W. P. Lowe, and
spent la9t week with Misa* Susie Haynes
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
other relatives here, has returned to SomDeLaittre.
Most of the hotel guests are leaving for erville, Maas.
Rev. A. W. Lorimer and wife, who have
their city homes or for the White MounMrs. Myrtle Lowe and daughters Gerbeen away several weeks on a vacation,
tains. More guests have been registered trude and Claribel, who have been visitreturned Friday.
this year at ail the hotels here and at ing Mrs. Lowe's parents in Rockland a
Miss*Sarah McFarland left Friday for Mansel than usual.
month, are home.
Smyrna Mills, where she will teach. Her
Oscar Tolman, of the hotel Holmes, has
Departures tbis week were George Clapp
many friends wish her much success in
made an assignment, disposed of his and family, Weymouth,
Mass., Charles
her new work.
horses and other livery goods at a forced
Fowler and
family. Concord, N. H.;
Edgar Robbins and family, who have sale. Mrs. Tolman has also closed out her Misses Helen and
May O'Connor, Boston.
been in Tilden several weeks, will in a
millinery business, and both have left for ; Mrs. Mary Davis, of J’ort
Clyde, refew days move into the tenement owned
a new location.
by Mrs. Wood.
Miss Eva Mayo pleasantly entertained a
Mrs. Ceylon Emery and daughter Hilda,
party of young ladies at dinner one evenwho have been visiting Mrs. Emery’s sising last week. The house decorations
ter, Mrs. Percy W. Higgins, in Malden, were very line, and the many plans devised

our

fflrUita!.

#er

B”™*

tarn,'*

COUNTY NEWS.

I

THE HOME CLARION.
estabusheo

V the dealer is not

WOOD 6 BISHOP CO..

near

you, write

“*•

Bangor, M*

Sold by J. P. ELDRIDGE, Ellsworth.

I

■CCMJNTV^TEV Su

Bridges and Mias Etta were in Brooklin
NEWS.
Saturday.
lor additional Oountp Hem too othor pagtt
w
Willis Bracy, of Beverly, Mass., is visiting bis parents, E. E. Bracy and wife.
PENOBSCOT.
NORTH CA8TINE.
Oscar Ford has gone to BangOr with
in
Clement
spent Friday
Merle Conner, of Cutine, visited hie old
Mis9 Delm*
R. C. Stewart in schooner Maine.
Capt.
friend*.
home here laat week.
Bangor with
Mrs. Qeorge Herrick and Miss Hasel reWardweil haa returned to
Fred Leech and family, of Hallowell, are
Miss Maud
turned to Somerville, Mass., Tuesday.
visiting relatives here.
be’r work in Ellsworth. of
Fred York and family, of Providence, R.
Bangor, ia the
Mre. Charles W. Stowe has returned to
Mrs Bessie Orindle,
I., are at R. C. Stewart’s for a few weeks.
her home in Worcester, Mass.
of Ellery Leach and wife.
guest
Misses
Harriet
and
McDonnell
Agnes
ia spending a few days
Harvey Hatch, of East Bridgewater,
Dexter Littlefield
are visiting their sister, Mrs. Bert Anderwith bis family.
|
at home from Bangor
Mast., is the guest pf bit uncle, James
son.
Hatch.
Mrs. Eva M. Sellers, of Ellsworth, spsnt
Harris Welis, of Providence, R. 1., Vishere last week with relative*.
a |CW days
Capt. Edwin Ordway and wife are visit*
ited his mother, Mrs. Rachel WellB, last
ing their daughter, Mrs. W. It. Bridges,
Owing to the severe rain Sunday, there week.
'kMMomI

CmuUw

Ktm

COUNTY

tUUf uwjm

Bangor, spent
and relatives,

Roy F. Letch left Saturday for a visit in
bi® *ontt Mrs. Koy L.
Augusta with

Wardweil.
Aiverv Bowden tnd sister, Mrs. Colon
beach, spent Sunday in Franklin with

relatives.
Arthur B. Leach, wife sad son, of East
Bluet ill, spent laat week with F. N. Bow-

Mrs. Jessie Pierson and Miss Violet
Pierson have returned to Washington, D.
C., after spending a few weeks in town.

den and wife.
Mrs.

Annie Sosworth and children, of

George Smith,

of

Lawrence,

Mrs. Mary C. Wilson and daughter
Abbie, who have been visiting relatives
here, left last week for their home in
Orono.

Mr. and

Deer Isle, were guests laat week of A. E. Mrs. Higgins and children, of
Manchester,
Varnutn and wife.
N. H., are visiting at Capt. W. H. Freeand
Sellers
have
M.
Buby
Burgess
Leo
tby’s.
returned to Boston, after spending part of i Lewis Watson, after spending the sumhere.
vacation
their
mer with his grandmother,
Mrs. Helen
ltoy Bowden and friend, .Mr. Oaser, of Joyce, has returned to his home in MelBelfast, spent Sunday here, the guests of rose, Mass.
Mrs. Willard Bowden.
Mrs. Hattie Watson, of Everett, Mass.,
Mrs. Florence Bridges and little grand- and Mrs. James Deane, of Roxbury, who
daughter Adeline have returned to their have been visiting friends here, have rehome in Chicopee, Mass.
turned home.
Miss Luella Snowman left last week for
an c .tended visit in Massachusetts and

last

Wardweil spent
)

week

in

Sept.

Use Femme.

6.

Mrs. A. G. Parker is home from Bluehill.

Sarah

Dexter,

guests of Arthur Stantial and wife.
Mrs. Helen Bridges and granddaughter
Alice have gone to Bncksport, after spending a week at their old home here.

Mrs. W. H. Robbins hat gone to Deer
Isle fen* a visit.

and wife, of Bath, are reHarry
ceiving congratulations upon the birth of
Mrs.
a daughter (Marguerite Annette).
Dunton was formerly Miss Addle Littlefield. of this place.

Miss Harriette M. Cole has returned to
her school in Needham Heights.

Miss B. M.
Howard returned
home in Boston Saturday.

Duntan

Mr.

Keynolde,

a

public reader,

gave

in

ter, U.

a

This week Sedgwick will portray “the
deserted village”, as nearly everybody
will attend the fair at Bluehill.

meeting of Penobaeot chapE. S-, Saturday evening, with a good
was a

Rev. A. W. Smith and family, who have
spent the summer at Twin Oaks cottage,
have returned to Winchester, Mass.

preeent. There was a long busimeeting, after which a social hour was
spent. There will be a special meeting the
ness

Saturday

Sept.

iu

September

for

practice.

Har-

M s Emma Hinckley has returned from
Ellsworth.

Miss Margar t E. Hinckley
Harbor.

is home

V. P. Ki
Cleveland,

Mrs.

ie

baa gone

to her

ing

___

GREAT POND.

few

Mrs. Guy Patterson and little daughter
Isabel are visiting friends in Auburn and
Lewiston.

Sept.«.

from white lead

while

Miss Bertha Perkins has gone to
dence, R. I., to spend a few weeks.

relatives

here,

has returned

to

Ed.

Jordan and wife and Percy Davis
spent several days at Spectacle

and wife

pond tishing recently.
Willard and Mrs. A. K. Haslesm

Mrs.

Air;,. (). M. Mover, Misses Fanuie and
Ethel Stover, and Nellie M. Douglass have
b a taking au outiug at Contention Cove.
alaide Pearson gave

a

Sept.

receiptiou

honor of her

guest,
the Countess Bertilina, of Florence, Italy.
James A. Garfield post and the W. K. C.
will hold th ir annual picnic Wednesday,
Sept. 15, at Grand Army hail. If stormy,

Beet Schoppee, of Beddington,

was

in

.Mias Fannie Silsby has gone to Beddington to teach.
Mrs. Henry Rowe has returned fc© Ellsworth after

visiting

her children here.

(Howard Giles, of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
was the guest of William Crosby and wife
last week.
Mitw Lena Schoppee, of Cherry field, who
baa been visiting her cousins, Fanny and
Mary Silsby, has returned home.
Herbert and Lewis Crosby, Fay Mills,

Mrs. Guy Lunt and daughter Ethel, who
Williston, of Somerville, Mass, have been visiting at Swan’s Island, reand daughter Jennie, arrived Friday lor turned homo Thursday.
R.
a short visit.
Sept. 1.
Wednesday three young men canvassed
AMHERST.
the island, getting orders for a town regMrs. John Silsby is visiting in Bangor.
ister soon to be issued.
Work commenced to-day on the State
went from here
A crowd of people

GL

4.

Last

Island.

13. T.

^Thursday

school at Isieshoro.

to attend the centennial cele-

road.

bration at Seal Harbor.

Surry Sunday scheol had

a

delight-

The

men

in the

V

neighborhood

who have

aon

was

Treadwell

born to Arthur

and wife Sept. 1.
Miss Cecia Silsby is borne from Castine,
where she has been working.

ful picnic last week at one of S. J. Trewbeen sailing company at Northeast and
orgy’s cottages.
Southwest Harbors are getting through
Percy L. Sinclair, of Auburn, with his und coining home.
Miss Helen Jewett leaves Tuesday for
wife and two boys, is visiting his parents,
Monday evening a large company of Castine, to resums her studies.
and
wife.
A.
H.
Sinclair
Capt.
young people, with a few oldtr friends,
George W. Rodick and wife are receiv-

Susie M. Stiusou, who has spent
Elliot, is at home for a few
days before resuming teaching at Ashbury
Park, N. ,i.

spent the first few hours of the night at
the life-saving station. A fine time is re-

Miss

Fred Martin and. wife arrived in an
automobile from Connecticut last week,
and have been vl&itipg Mrs Martin’s parents, J. W. Kane and wife.

her vacation at

Mrs. Nettie Card Stevens, who, with
three children, has been visiting her aunt,
Mrs. 1). W. Winchester, has returned to
Spriugtteld, Mass.

Mrs. Willis Osgood and son Harold,
with thtir guests, Mrs. Lane, Misses
Alice and Belle Laue, Herbert Heaid, and
James Barrett, left for Boston Sept. 3.
The town schools will open Sept. 13,
with the exception of the tillage grammar, which will begin as soon as repairs
on the Biuehill
academy are completed, as
the school is to be insessiou in that build-

large
The road commissioner,
crew, is at work on a piece of State road,
beginning by putting in a stone bridge
near D. W. Winchester’s.
with

Sept.

a

0._®.
SOUTH BLUBHILL.

At

6.
__

Miss

Daisy Johnson

has tihe mumps.

ported.
John Perry and family, of New York
city, who have been occupying Dr. Bowditch's cottage, left early last week. Dr.
Bowditcb arrived a few days later for a
brief stay.
Mrs. C. H. Tfwnsend returned to hex

ing congratulations

on

daughter,
Sept. 6.

2.

born

Sept.

the

birth

oi

a

O.
______________

Dr.

|

J

home in Boston

last week.

Mrs. Town-

A “Horse”

on

Jack.

An old man in Georgia named Jack. Baldwin, having lost his hat in -an old dry well
one day, hitched a rope to a stump and let
himself
Neal

down.

came

A

wicked

wag

named

atrrhg just then, and, quietly

detaching a bell from Baldwin’s old blind
horse, approached tho well, bell in hand,
spend
exposition
■and began to ting-a-ling.
her brother, Henry Tinker, at Long Beach,
Jack thought the old horse was coming
Wash.
end said:
“Hang the old blind horse,
S.
Sept.d.
lie’s coming this way, sure; he ain’t got
send

expects to start at

Seattle

and

to

once

a

visit the

while with

Whoa,
DEER ISLE.
BROOKLIN.
Ball!”
Miss Clara Day has gone to Trenton to
0. L. Flye is having a bungalow built on
of Camden,
The sound came closer.
teach.
| Wallace Eaton and wife,
one of his shore lots.
: spent Sunday in town.
“Great Jerusalem! The old blind fool
Mrs. Charles Ferrin is'visiting friends in
'V. S. Ford and E. H. Bridges have gone
Capt. W.S. Pickering arrived home Fri- will, be right on top of me in a minit!
•
.Ellsworth.
to Winsor,
day from a season yachting.
Whoa, Ball! Whoa, haw, BaMi”
Vt., to work.
The Bluesedgbroofe District Sunday
Neal kicked a little dirt on Jack’s head,
Bertram Filield, wife and children, of
Ho|r A. Kane, of Bronxville, N. Y., is school association met here Friday, with
Vinalhaven, are visiting Frank A. Gross and Jack began to pray:
spending a few days in town.
a good attendance.
“Oh, Lord, have mercy on—whon—Ball!
and wife.
William Wilkins, of Boston, has joined
Mrs. Eunice Hawkins, of Washington,
I’m gone now!
a poor winner
Whoa
his family at W. P. McFarland’s.
Mrs. Ernest Barbour, who has spent the l
with
summer
the
has
spent
D. €., who
Ball! Our Father who art in—whoa, Ball!
summer with relatives in Atchinson, re- j
Mrs. Laura York, Mrs. A. K. For ire- ; Mrs. L. H. Sibley, has returned home.
hallowed be Thy—gee. Ball, gee! What’ll
turned home Friday.
worth, Mrs. N. R. Mayo, Mrs. R. F. Wells,
Mrs. Frank Sibley and daughter Elsie,
1 do? Now I lay me down to si—gee,
of
Rochester
Mrs. A. H. Milfo, Misses Bernice and !
Charles
Mrs.
Clark,
Cooper
Ball!” Just then in fell more dirt. “Oh,
of Somerville Mass., j|nd Arthur Smith,
Helen Mayo, Mrs. Belle Blake, Mrs. J. J.
N. Y., who has been seriously ill at the
of Worcester, Mass., who have been at
Lord, if you ever intend to do anything
is
much
improved.
for me —back, Ball!
Charles Henderson’s, have returned home. Firs,
Whoa!—Thy kingCaimertiKtruuu*.
Prof. J. O. Crosuell, who was to deliver dom come—gee, Ball! Oh, Lord, You
Sept. 6. ________
a lecture at the
Congregational church know I was baptized in Smith’s milldam—
Accidents will happen, but the best-reguSunday evening, was obliged to postpone whoa, Ball! Ho up! Murder! Whoa!”
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
families
keep
lated
We base our statements upon what has
Neal could hold in no kmger and
It subdues tne pain
already been accomplished when we offer for such emergencies.
Manv people delude themselves by saying shouted a laugh which might have been
heals the hurt.-a »<•
to return the
notice
money paid ns for Kexall aud
when
will
wear
“It
they
sympaway”,
“»3” Hair Tonic if it fails to make the
This is heard two miles, which wras about as far as
toms of kidney and bladder trouble.
Take Foley’s Kidney Remedy, Jack chased him w*hea he got out.
scalp healthy, cure daudraff, grow h»ir
Dr. Abernethy, the great English physician, a iuibtake.
It
cures
'ina prevent baldness.
drain
on
the
risK
the
vitality.
When they are and stop
You take no
said, “Watch your kidneys.
whatever when you try it. Two sizes, a)c. aHected, life is in danger.” holey s Kidney backache, rheumatism, kiduey and bladder
of
weaktrace
aud
makes
corrects
trouble,
pain,
snd fi.oo. E. Q.
The only place to yet bargains is at the
kidneys,
every
Moore, wholesale and re- Remedy makes healthy
a.
tail
irregularities, aud tones up the whole ness, and urinary trouble disappear. \i.
store that advertises for your trade.
druggist, cor. opp. pOatoffice. Tue uriuary
Paucher.
system. O. A. ascii its.
Rexail store.

j

Kaflioat*

farewell

a

Where the Finest
Flour is Made
"Tba bread-making qualities of floor
duo entirely to the kind of wheat.
Mature gives to wheat, and flour, all the

are

strength they poesees."

R. Jambs Abbbmathby.
<« -Iht Aawrleaa MlUtr."

TELL FLOUR is
made from the finest specially
selected
Red Winter
Wheat.
President John W. Burk,
who personally inspects the wheat
offered for this famous flour, has an
experience of 45 years at the business.
Every shipment of grain must come
up to -the long established William
Tell standard in every respect.

WILLIAMOHIO

Steamboat'

ant

Ask any expert. He will tell you that
whitest—most delicious bread—the
the kind that melt in
your mouth—are made from the flour of
this wheat. That’s the only kind that
goes into—
the

lightest biscuits,

Commencing, June 21, 1909.
BANGOR.
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Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsfor those who
worth
HAVING
support and
the next five
need assistance

PM

mg a: hearts.

5 55 7 40 1255 3 45 4 50 1230 3 45
9 05 11 05 5 SO 7 00 ><925|3 45 7 00
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

....

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

Sunday
only
Bsfctt

....

10 00

Mid....

AM
1 20

In the matter of
Hbbbert I. Stanley,

AMAMflAM
.„.

AMAM

0 50
AM

care

to

during
may
years and are legal residents of Ellsworth, I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty *01 room and accommodations to care for them at. the City Farm
M. J. Decmmey
house.

....

PM

*

ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME

....

....

.-

PM

PM

*7 10:.
7 20,
7 30
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9 00
5 45
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6 30
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8 37
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Fr R 17*22 .15 26
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Ilf41 7t45
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6 49
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8 00 lOaOQ ....
PM
....
50
PM
PM AM
3 30 *5 10 8 30
5 17 8 37

11 10 12

Bankrupt,

) In
Bankruptcy.
J)

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
i. Stanley, of Eden, in the
of Hancock, and. State of
county
Maine, in said district, respectfully represents, that on ihe 26th day of June, last past,
he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully complied with all the requirements of said acts
and of the orders of court touching his bank-

Herbert

®Ug’r.... *5 50 6*10 10 00 *11 05
Hr Jc. 6 17 10 06
I
Slld’n. 6 38 10 25
5 37 8 57
Phil L.6t44 I0t32.
f5 44 t9 04
Gr L. 0 52 10 40
5 53 9 12
Nic’ln.TtOO 10*49
6 03 9 21
Ells F. 7 14 11 02
6 17 9 35
ELLS... *6 55 7 19 11 07 12 08 4 30 6 22 9 41
W Jc. 7 25 11 18 12W14 4 42 t6 27 *9 48
Fr R. 11 21
6 85 9 66
Han.ll 30.| 6 44 10 04
he pray, that he may be deWauk
*7 1«-II 33 12 82, 4 59 6 48110 08
creed by the court to have a full discharge
M D F... *7 25
ll 40 *12 40 5 05 *6 55 10 15
from all debts provable against his estate
Sull’n
7 65
10
1 35
I 10
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
Han P... 8 25;.... 1 00 *1 00l 5 25 ....10 30
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Srnto
c7 50
1*40 J1 10 6 40 *7 20 10 40
Dated this 1st day of September, a. d. 1909.
Bar H
*8 15
I 1 35 *1 35 5 50 *7 50 11 15
Herbert I. Stanley,
Seal H
>9 051....! 2 25 *2 25 6 40
Bankrupt.
NEHar *9 25....i 2 45 *2 4517 00
Order of .Notice Theieou.
S W Har ‘*9 35
2 55 *2 55; 7 15
Manst... 1*9 40|-J
7 10
District of Maine ss.
Traifes leaving Ellsworth at 7.19 • m and 4.80
On this 4th day of September, a. d. 1909, on
p m, awd arriving at Ellsworth 12.2fj noon, 11.07 reading the foregoing petition, it is—
p. m. connect with W’asfoington OcRR.
Ordered by the court, that a bearing be had
*
upon the same on the 2ih day of September,
Daily Sundays included,
a. d. 1909, before said court at Portia no, in said
j a Leaves Snnday at f a m.
district, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; and that
+
Stops on signal tovonductor.
I
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper primed ip said disq Sunday* only.
trict. and that all known creditors, and other
c Stops "to leave passengers holding tickets
said
persons in interest, may appear at the
•from points west of Bangor.
time and place, and show cause, if any they
w Stops to take bnt not to leave passengers.
should
said
of
the
petitioner
have, why
prayer
Stops at Sorrento Sunday only to Seave not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
passengers from prints westo'f Bangor.
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
Tickets for all
South and creditors copies of said petition and this order,
West for sal<• at the M. C. ft. K. addressed to them at their places of residence
*
as stated.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
Honorable Clarence Hale,
Witness the
Theseft rains connect at Bangor with through Jtadge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
^trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, at Portland, in said district, on the 4th day
aoston and St John.
of •‘September, a. d. 1909.
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
Passengers are earnest" v requestor/ to pro[L. S.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
cure tickets before entering the trains, and
s
Attest:—James E. Hewey, Clerk.
EUsworth to Falls and Falls to
specially
^llsworrth.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
F- E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pasa-.Agent.
‘TTT'HEREAS Jennie M. Burgess, in her own
MORRIS MCDONALD.
W
right, and William K. Burgess, her
Viffe-Pres.and Gen’l Manager.
hu&band. joining therein with her. then of
Pcnafand, Me.
Monroe, in the county of Waldo, and State of
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated the sixteenth day of May, a. d. 1901, and recorded in
Hancock county registry of deeds, in book
382, page 268. conveyed to Hellen M. Fernald,
; then ot Bangor, in the county oi Penobscot,
! in said Stale of Maine, a certain parcel of
i land situated in the sixth range of lots in the
i town of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock in said State of Maine, being a part oi
Between Bar Hiwbor mil ; lot numbered 150, and bounded and described
;
: as follows:
Beginning at a pine stub, on the
northeasterly corner of said lot. on the range
I line near Long Pond; thence southwesterly
Boston
! on said range line 37to rods to a stake and
tin uce northwesterly on a course
•stones;
WMI.". oi*e way anil
parallel with the side line (i said lot, to land
; of Daniel Page; thence northeasterly by said.
Page's land 37 Lj rods, to the. northerly side
$8XH) r(MiiHi trc]>.
liuegf saidio:; thence southeasterly on saidJ
line to place of beginning; containing forty
acres more or less, and icing the saute con~
i
by Je&rfe
St cm we J 7 Moric leaves liar Harbor 1 :; *• ; -eyed lo the said Jennie M. Burge
;
( Atwood and
by deed dated February
days and >u*days for Seal Harbor, 22, a. d. I9ui. others,
J V'tn'Wttk
recorded
Ham
ck
arid
in
county
vYrtie-.st Harbor. Southwest Ha-lor* brooi |
{ registry of deeds, book 380, page 252. to YVhiCll.
; Xri. Dtror Isle, Kmrfemvi'ile, Uarii Harbor and
deed aud record reference is made lor a more
£o<:kl<«f.d, connecting with steamer tor boston.
description of said premises; aud
j
j particular
whereas said Hellen M. Female .has .-iuce
Steamer Ilootitbay1 leaves BltHddH 2.(0 p m
;
i.-«-d. and tii
dr.ys anil laude/vs for South Blnec'.!',
bioitlugt *n, Noriii Havti amt Stockland, con- ! Fernald and Eugene T. Fernald. uve been
duly appointed and qualified as .bministranecting with steamer for Boston.
tors of
the estate oi said decSteamer Jullctte leaves s^dewlcfe &GQ p in | whereas the condition r.f said m. ised; and
n,.-ge has
v»4. ik days and sgi day* Cor Herrick’s
Landing, | been, and still is broken, now tin-■ eP.rt*, we,
South bvooksvilie. Lgj^‘inOK»i‘i«, lUrtce and said Charles H. hernaid and
T. FerEugene
cJocklund, con m oving with .steal* cr for Boston. uald, as administrators of the est
e
of said
Hellen M. Fernaid. deceased, by reason of said
JLETOBSnLVti
breach of said condition, hereby claim a foreclosure of sa;d mortgage and publi>h this noVvw turWne atetJ stuoivers BWfa t ancbCam- tice for the purpose ol
tffectfng such loreden lenv boston at
wick day-4 and
m
closure.
p
Simply» for Rockland.
Bangor, Maine, August 23, 19CJ.
Charles;
H. Fernald,
Leave Rockland at Mb a in. or on arrival of
El'pink T. Ff.rnald,
steamer from Boston. %vm*k dam at;d Sundays,
Administrators
of
the
udate
ol Hellen M
for H*r IIurW>r. BluenlU, ded* wSefc and iutlrFernald, deceased.
( Mediate lanulogs.
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E. L.

Smith, Ag<?n», ilar Harbor.

cei me.

Banking.

O
is wk.it your money will
Invested In shares of the

earn
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EMswortft Loan and EaMina; Ass’d.

j

SAVEAOURHAlR.

was

....

Mrs.

ISLESFORD.

EAST SUEKT.

mxt fair day.
Mrs. George Frederick and daughters,
who have spent tlie summer with her parents, Alfred Osgood and wife, returned
to Methuen last week.

Hept.

season

...

town last week.

Hotel Islesford closed Saturday.

Miss Sarah Stinson has returned t® her

the

ing.

and

Provi-

er, Arthur Grindle.
Stillman Grindle and wife have returned
from North Carolina, where Mr. Grindle
has been employed.
Mrs. Owen Dunbar and daughter Ruth,
and Miss Helen Snow, have returned to
Somerville, Mass., after their vacation
here.

persons took the State examiteach ts A eg. 27, and one tootf
tti* snperin endent’s examination.
ur een

niti-m for

A iss Vi

SEAWALL.

..

Yora.

New

D.

AURORA.

painting.

Miss Harriett Crimmin, who has been

Miss Belle Allen is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Brainard Condon.

mm

Saturday, Sept. 4, in

^Springfield

pleased to state that I have never had any
return of thOBe symptoms, and I am evidently
cured to stay cuied.”
Foley’s Kidney Remedy will do the same for you. G. A. Pabchbb.

school.

days.

bor.

Miss Whittaker, of Lamoine, is with
Mrs. Isaiah Bowden.

home

a

Herbert Hapworth, who has been visiting friends here, has returned to Bar Har-

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

from

Mrs*, McGoaildrick have returne irom a t i to Cherry field.
G rgc A. Ciough and wife and Misses
A
and Pamelia left for Brookline,
Mass., ast week.

T

John Collins and wife and Margie
Patterson have returned to Belfast, after
a vacation with Q. A. Pierce and wife.
C.
Sept. 6.

The event of the
dinner party given

and Adalbert Bridges, who
W. B. Hastings attended the Russell Mace
have been spending their vacation at home,
camp-meeting at Etna.
have returned to AL C. L, Pittsfield.
who has employment
Charles Davis,
C.
Sept. 6.
Wade Grindle has returned from New
with the Maine Central railroad, spent
Hampshire, where he spent the summer.
BEECH HILL.
Sunday with his family.
Mrs. Noyes, of Portsmouth, N. H., has
William Dan by has been employed by
M
s Fowler.« t Searsinont, and Josiah
Mrs. Carr, of Mariaville, who has been
been visiting her brother, Isaac Goodwin.
'll. S. Lanpher for a few days.
Horton, of Par Har >or, have been visitiug
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Hermon JorGeorge JL Kabson spent Saturday and
Mrs. Mary Peter*.
has returned home.
George Ray, wife and daughter Georgia
dan,
Sunday with his aunt, Mrs. Mary Perkins.
Sunday at E. T. Richardson's.
Rev. G. Mayo, of Edteworth, conducted
-spent
wife
and
daughter
Jordan,
Sidney
Mrs. Harry Petersen, of East Boston,
services at the Baptist church. Mrs. Mayo
Mrs.
Mina Richardson and daughter
Howard
of
Jamaica
and
Giles,
Dorothy,
has spent a week with her mother, Mrs.
came with t er Lue and.
Plain, Mass., returned Friday, after sev- Lottie visited relatives at Trenton reFred Beal.
eral weeks among relatives here.
cently.
A1
h iring, who recently purchased the
Mrs. Clara Bowden, «f SargentviUe, has
H.
Granite house, is making extensive addiMrs. Minnie Burns, who has been visitSept. 6.
been spending a few days with her brothti »u.s a n't imp] ovements.
ing relatives here, has returned to Swan’s

ML

Prudence Leonard and Miss Margaret left Friday for their home in Salem,
Mass.

School commences to-dfly, Mrs. Silsby

teacher,

Jordan is suffering from poison-

Miss Hulda Woodward, of Lawrence,
Mass., is visiting her uncle, B. F. Jordan.

visiting

Bar

in

in town tor

Charles

Mrs. A. F. Cole has closed her home,
and after a visit of two weeks with her
sister, Mrs. Coffin, in Newburyport, will
go to Paris, for the year.
H.
Sept. 6.

BLUEHIJLL.
W ill Alason has gone to Northeast
bor.

are

Traveler’s Home has been purchased by
Irving Candage, of South Bluehill. Mr.
Candage will take possession Oct. 1.

Woudlockk.

8.

Fred Bridges and family, who have been
Sargentville during the summer, are

Mrs. Nellie Swett, of Cambridge, Mass.,
has joined her little daughter at her
mother’s home here.

number

last

to her

home.

recital at grange ball Thursday evening
Sept. 2, under the auspices of Penobscot
grange. At the close of the entertainment, the ladies’ aid.aociety of the Methodist church served ice-cream.
There

Schools begin Tuesday. The school
houses have been put in good repair, and
with the excellent corps of teachers ail
hope for a prosperous year.
Sept- 6.
Rex.

Miss Maud Archer, after attending the
Scott Burton and wife, John Nangle, wife
Archer reunion at Amherst, Sept. 8, will
and son Charles, and Miss Edith Cameron,
resume her journey to Chesterville, where
who have been occupying the Dunbar cotshe is employed as teacher.
tage, returned Saturday to Somerville, \
Miss Jane Paige, who has been at AlliMass.
for a month’s vacation, has returned
A quiet home w edding took place at the gator
to her home in Massachusetts. Dr. and
residence of Mrs. Clara P. Dunbar MonMrs. Hudson aud Mrs. Haynes accomday, Sept. 6, when her daughter, Miss
panied her as far as Bangor.
was
married
to
Lauren
Helen,
McMaster,
E.
Sept. 6.
of Chelsea, Mass. The ceremony was performed by Rev. R. C. Douthitt, in the
EAST ORLAND.
presence of relatives. The bride is a
Frank Brainerd has joined his family
graduate of the Eastern State normal
here.
and
a
successful
teacher
in
this
school,
Russel, the oldest son of Everett HarriState and in Massachusetts. Capable in
all departments of work she will be much man, is very ill.
Miss Sarah Lowell has returned to her
missed in the home* and in this community, where she is held in the highest home in North Penobscot.
esteem. The bride was the recipient of
Harry P. Forte and wife, of Springfield,
many useful and valuable gifts. Mr. and Mass., are at the Wentworth cottage.
Mrs. McMaster left in the afternoon for
'Dr. Fellows and family and Miss
their new home in Chelsea. They have
Panline Bodwell left Sunday for their
the best wishes of friends.
home in Hyde Park.
C.
Sept. 6%
W. M. Shaw*, wife and aon Hugh, of
Greenville, are entertaining friends at
WALTHAM.
-their cabin at Craig’s pond.
Miss Isabel Jordan is teaching in AmCharles Keyes and wife arrived home
herst.
Sunday from Swan’s Island, where they
Albert Pettengill and wife were in Bar
have been several days visiting friends.
Harbor last week.
Mrs. J. T. McFarland, her daughter-inMrs. Hormon Jordan was in Bangor
law and three grandchildren, of Brookjgrn,
Thursday on^business.
N. Y., are boarding at Mrs. Abbie WardAiden Morse and wife, of Bar Harbor, well’s.

SEDGWICK.

Connecticut with|hcr brothers.
Miss Effic Bridges and Mrs.

Dr. Small.

Jasper H. Haynes lias returned from
Saturday evening by
Attleboro, Mass.
Henry Spurling and wife in honor of J.
in Penobscot.
Mrs. Emery visited friends in Bangor M. Bright and family before their return
Isaac McDonnell and friend, of Bath,
Mrs. Mary L. Leach returned home Friwere at
and Winterport last week.
to Bangor. They left to-day.
Hotel Dority a few days this
Ali hope
from a Visit with Mrs. Charles Devday
week.
Arvill and Hollis Jordan,- of Waltham, to see them here again next season.
ereux in Castine.
Dolly.
Sept. 6.
are takiug a few days’ vacation up-river.
Mrs. Myrtle Cloeson, of North SedgDana Hall, wife and daughter Alice have
wick, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Emma
Mrs. Jackson, of Brighton, Mass., is
to Brockton, Mass. Miss Alice will
gone
TESTIFIES AFTER FOUR YEARS.
Kane.
spending a few weeks at her old home
remain to attend school.
Carlisle Center, N. Y., G. B. Bnrhans,
Mrs. Charles West, who has spent the
here.
writes: “About tour years ago I wrote you
Capt. Frank W. Hutchins has retnrned
summer with her mother, Mrs. J. B. BabMiss Gladys Garland will return to that I had been entirely cured of kidney
to Vinalhaven, after a few days with his
trouble by taking two bottles of Foley’s Kidson, left for her hd|ne Saturday.
Somerville,
Mass., this week to attend ney Remedy, and after four years I am again
parents, Clarence Hutchins and wife.

services at the Methodist church.

no

Mrs. Minnie Berry, of
with friends
tast week here

it on account of the rain until Sunday
NORTH BROOKS VILLE.
evening, Sept. 12.
Mrs. Alice Perkins is home from Belfast.
W. L. Staples, of schooner S. G. Haskell,
Bernice Perkins left fur Stonington toand wife, who recently arrived from
day to teach.
are
Belfast, Ga.,
spending a few days with
Mrs.

A
is

now

open.

WHY

NEW SKKIKS
Shares, SI e<u'h; -iv/Uhly pay
mettfs, S l per share.

PAY

RENT

when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
ud interest together
payments
wilt amount to but little more
than you are ;iew paymg for
rent, ami iu about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN
For

HOME.

particulars inquire of
(>. W. Tapley, Sec’y,
Fust Nat’l Bank Bldg.
A. W. King. President.

notice

o*

FQRKCLO&i

kf

A. E. Yarn uni, of
Penobscot,
of
Hancock, and State of
Maine,
mortgage deed dated the 25th
day of February, a. d l9uy. and recorded in
Hancock county registry of deeds, in hook
4o*. page Hi, conveyeti to me the
uudersigned,
a certain lot oi parcel of real
estate hounded
and described as tollows: “A certain lot of
land situated in Penobscot aud described as
follows, to wit*
Beginning at an iron rod
driven in the ground seventeen feet from
B.
H Leach’s north corner of his
store on road
leading from Bluehill to Casting; thence
southerly fifty-eight feet on B. H. Leach’s
nne; thence northwesterly on B. H. Leach’s
line fifty-eight feet lo road leading from said
road to the wharf; thence
northeasterly on
wharf road to first mentioned road
fifty-eight
feet; the pee southeasterly on said road fiftyeight feet to first mentioned botyids. with
buildings ^hereon.” and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now
therefore, Jf claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice for that purpose,
bluehill. Me August 25, 1909.
Alfred C. Osgood.
By F’orrest B. Snow, his attorney.

WHEREAS
county
by his

rpHE

subscilber hereby gives notice that
X she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last witl aud testament of
ABEL F. STUBBS, late of
BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of the will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased art desired to
present
the same for settlement, aud all indebted
thereto are requested to make
payment imLottie
A.
Stubbs.
mvr
North Bucksport, July 3, 1909.

aAf,

THE VALUE DE
CDNFIDENCE,
By EVELYN WETWORTH.
(Copyright, lMt by American Prese Association.]
“My poor Mttle girl” gnsped old Tom
Conyers on his deathbed, “1 dread A
If 1 could
leave you with nothing.
have lived six months 1 might have
left you rich.”
"Oh. 1 don’t mind that dad. I’U get

along.”
Sallie Conyers burled her father and
.packed up their belongings ready to
leave the old cabin, near tbe mine In
wblcb all Ms hopes bad been centered.
She found a will drawn some time before, but now there appeared to be no
Then she went
occasion for a will.
down to Colorado Springs, where she
had an aunt to whom she could look
for guidance.
When her father died Sallie was sixteen.
A year later a vein was discovered In the mine In which she still bad
an Interest
A dividend was deefared
that gave her $1,000. which by the
terms of the will she could not have
till she was twenty-one years old. But
the vein soon died out and the Conyers mine was abandoned.
Two years later a couple of speculators bought the property for a song,
willed out tbe old stock and organized
a company called tbe Hope Mining
company.
Meanwhile Sallie Conyers was earning her living 1n Colorado Springs.
When she was twenty she became engaged to a clerk In a bauk with a salary so Infinitesimal that matrimony
between tbe two seemed but a multiBut the
plication of their troubles.
day was approaching when Sallie
would come Into her $1,000, and that
would enable them to set up In a small
way at housekeeping.
The day she was paid the money began happily aDd ended In misery. Willard Stearns, her lover, had been long
looking for the day when they should
be married.
Now. when the money
was paid. Sallie told him that she proposed to invest It In the stork of the
Hope Mining company. He looked at
ber aghast
“1 have kept In touch with the property,” she said, “and know something
about what they are doing.
My father worked that mine for three years.
He used to talk to me about it because
be hadn’t any one else to confide what
/absorbed him. 1 know that when a
certain event happens. If It ever does
bappen, a rich lode will be struck.”
She got out her father’s old maps,
showing plot after plot crossing and
covering one another, and tried to explain what ber father bad so often
explained to her. But"either be could
not or would not understand. He took
do Interest in the angle at which the
8an born lode dipped nor In the depth
at which It crossed the Conyers.
A
gold mine to him meant a capacious
maw capable of swallowing the hard
earned money of simple minded people. He told Sallie that if he married
ber be bad the prospect of living with
a woman who had inherited a speculative mania.
He preferred to go
through life alone.
^
Sallie tearfully accepted the situation.
The next day she visited the
■nine and Introduced herself to the
superintendent of the boring gang as
the daughter of the former owner. He
was very kind to her. answered all her
questions, but showed no expectation
of striking paying dirt.
Indeed, be
told ber that be expected soon to abandon tbe work. Sallie aaked him bow
deep waa tbe bole. He told ber it was
1.400 feet
“Promise me that yon
won’t stop tm yon hare gODe 200 feet
farther." she said. -Why tor “Because you'll strike a rich rein at 1.500
feet"
He gate tbe promise, and Sallie returned to Colorado Springs. Tbe Dext
day tbe went to a broker and asked
tbe market price of Hope Mining
shares. They told ber that there bad
not been a quotation for months, but if
2 or S cents were offered it wonld
bring all sbe might wish to bny. She
authorised tbem to offer 2 cents a
share for as much as $1,000 wonld purchase. Tbe offer was made and $50.000 par value of tbe stock secured.
Old Conyers bad expected to make a
strike at from 1.450 to 1.500 feet Sal
lie waited a week in a terrible suspense. Sbe bad absolute confidence iu
her father’s expectations, bnt ber
$1,000 was backing these expectations
Tbe next day. looking at the quotations of Hope stock, she was astounded to see that it bad been run up to 50
bid and few sales. Tbe vein bad been
struck, the stock became worth $2 a
share, and Sallie was rich.
Willard Stearns kept away from Sallie from the day be told her be wonld
not marry one wbo bad Inherited a
mania for speculation.
One day be
beard of a great rise in Hope Mining
company stock and saw aD item in a
newspaper stating that tbe daughter
of Conyers. wbo formerly owned tbe
mine, bad a large block of tbe stock.
His heart for a moment seemed to
cease to beat
He hoped Sallie would
■end for bim.
Bnt she didn't
He
wrote ber a note congratulating her on
ber good fortune and received a very
kind reply. This encouraged btm. and
be sought to renew tbe engagement.
“No,” she said, “your reasons were
Jfood, though not exactly as yon stated
tbem. Yon and I are made of differ
«nt stuff. I am. like my father, ready
to risk all on tbat In wblcb I Save confidence. Your natural bent is Id a different line.
Together we should be
constantly pulling In different directions."
Sallie Conyers turned ont a great
«
speculator and got enormously rich.
—

■
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Experiment In Breeding The AmeriBirds There.
Lord Northcliffe during one of hie visits
to the United States fell in love with the
American robin, which is very different
from the English bird of the same name,
and determined to try and introduce the
American robin into England. The story
of the experiment, which is very interesting to naturalists, is thus told by “a birdlover” in the columns of the London
Mail:
“When I went in June to see the robins,
the first crisis of the experiment was occurring. There are two crises—the birds
must be induced to breed and the young
must be reared. That is the first crisis.
The second has yet to come—the crisis of

n* «faNNono4

can

migration.

If in the late

summer

or au-

the birds, old and young, now at
the gardens and park, all disappear, the experiment—so far as the first
year goes—fails; for I can hardly think
that in such a case there would be a chance
of their returning in the spring of 1910.
On the other hand, the bird keepers and
watchers have come with success through
the earlier crisis. Last spring seventeen
American robins—nine cocks and eigbt
bens—brought from the United States,
were put in a large out-of-door aviary.
When I went to Guilford early in June
1 found that a good many eggs had been
laid in several thrush and blackbird nests
fixed in the aviary and fu^-nished up with
dry grass and clay by the breeding birds.
But several of the hens laid in the same
nest, there was rivalry*and fighting, and
some of the eggs
got broken. Accordingly, the bird-keeper took the eggs from
the aviary as theyjwere laid and set them in
clutches of three to five in song thrushes’
and blackbirds’ nests in the gardens.
Most of the eggs were put under thrushes,
but two lots were put in blackbirds’ nests.
As a
result twenty-four young were
known to have hatched out before the
middle of July, when 1 next went to see
the birds.
“A few of the young American robins
ware transferred from thrushes’ nests to
boxes wired on one side, and the old birds
fed them.| But two young were found
dead one morning, and the keeper believed- they had been ‘poisoned’ by their
foster ^parents through Jealousy or waning affection. So the other young then
being reared were allowed to go free. Tne
old thrushes were to be constantly seen
feeding the young American robins on the
lawns after thi6. They appeared to feed
them chiefly on some small insect found
in the short grass, but X have not been
able to identify the specias. The chief
bird keeper.thinks it is a red ant.
“Now comes the most interesting part
tumn

home in

iar.

two

of the

experiment

three

pairs, the adalt American robins
relesed from the aviary on the

were

to

save ior

lawk at Weet8tonlngton[the tall and win-
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ail

day oh which the young were found dead
—roughly, 1 think about the middle of
June. They paired and set about nestbuilding almost at once.
“A nest was found in the branch of a
of Lebanon on the terrace; and in
another cedar I found a nest myself in
July, but 1 think it had been deserted.
There were three young in this first nest
I all but ready to fly when I saw it on July
17 and 18. I couli see the fluff on their
heads as they peered over the side of the
nest, which was made, externally, of ^ried
grass from a meadow just beyond the ter1 believe that three other nests were
race.
known of, one in the wild garden by the
river Wey, another in a little copse or
ppinney in the park. The cocks sang
finely in June and July, I was told; 1
have not yet heard the song—only heard
the call of the old birds as they fed their
chicks and the call of the fledged and
flown chicks.
“So far the experiment has been re- I
markably successful. The great question, j
of course, is, will any of the birds, old or
young, stay pn at Guilford, or will they |
one and all disappear completely from j
England? 1 understand that, though this
thrush is a bird of very strong migratory {
habit, a few do stay throughout the year
in North America. If so, is there a chance
of some of these birds—they must number
upward of fifty—staying through the autumn and winter in England? The excedar

At

(Smu, Jfntt
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ter terms.
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Nihil.
BUCKS PORT.

Miss Helen Borland is visiting in Milford, N. H.
Capt. George A. Ersklne and wife arrived Thursday from New York.

talked about, and the memory of it will the summer here.
Prof. Clare Reynolds Baas, of Washburn
linger long. Leaf week’s America* referred more especially to the concert as a college, Topeka, Kan., is the guelt of Rev.
whole, and to the chorus’s part in it, but E. J. Klock and wife.''
Dr. Henry Feltch Page, of Philadelphia,
by no means is it to be understood that
Blueh^l is lacking in its appreciation of arrived Tuesday for a short visit. His
the performances of the soloists, or of its family, who have been
spending the suminterest in those talented boys. For they mer with Mrs. E. D. Nichols, will return
were remarkable performances
the play- with him.
ing of that difficult concertante for four
Rodney Q. Page, son of Rufus Page and
violins by Masters Gardner, Bernstein,
wife, has been elected principal of Patten
Jacobson and Bresakin, and of the piano
academy. Mr. Page is a graduate of the
by Master Orenstein. The four violinists E. M. C. S, class of 1905, snd of
Bates, 1909,
are pupils of Mr. Kneisel, and are prodiwhere he received high honors.
gies who, even as such, reflect the training
Harold Norton and bride, of Dover,
of a master mind as well as of a master of
] were in town last week on their way to
the violin.
It was interesting to observe in their Northport. Mr. Norton has many friends
in town, having resided here several years,
playing the good-natured rivalry between
and later attended the E. M. C. S. All exthem, lead following lead, each trying to
outdo the other, and yet forming a perfect tend best wishes.
The many friends of Clifford C. Little,
ensemble.
Master Orenstein is a pupil of Mrs. Tap- son of J. L. Little and wife, were interper; that the teacher should assent to the ested to learn of his marriage to Miss
pupil's tackling Bach, especially selections Nettie Fitch, of Paris, Cal. Mr. Little
fron the “Well-tempered Clavichord”, the went to California several years ago and
bible of classical music, shows absolute bass fine position with tbe Gold Peak
confidence on the teacher’s part, and the Mining Co. at Paris.
rarest of talent on the pupil’s.
Edwin L. Pillsbury and wife, Miss PillsMrs. Walsh, the vocalist of the evening, bury, Seth Smith and wife, Miss Veta
is of Brooklyn, N. V.; her selection was Young, of Boston, Miss Florence Colcord,
delightfully rendered, and thoroughly ap- of Searsport, Mrs. Sarah Hill, of Dexter,
preciated. She also kindly assisted in the j Miss Bertha Hayward, of Auburn, and
choruses.
Charles Googins, of Bangor, are in town
Mr. Bostelmann would have received deor the Uomer-Stevens wedding,
served applause for his work for the choJ.
j Sept. 6.
rus if he had not touched bow to
string.
BAYSIDE.
But he did play—and to the delight of the
audience
Mrs. John D. Remick, who has been
Sarasate’e “Les Adieux”, and j
for an encore Max Vogerich’s “Greetings quite ill, is better.
from Hungary”.
School will begin this week, taught by
Mr. Kaublsch was accompanist through- Miss Bernice Lancaster, ol Lamoine.
|
out the evening. His enthusiasm as well
A number of the cottagers at Shady
as his brilliant playing was of inestimable
Nook left last week for their different
assistance to the chorus.
! homes.
It is highly gratifying to be able to say
Mrs. Oscar Remick and children have
that the financial result enables the society
|I
of her parents, Horace
to continue its work, and it is hoped that ! been the guests
Marks and wife.
a mid-winter concert can be
—

1

|

_

—

arranged.

Sept. 7.

Capt. Jefferson Smith and
j Lamoine,
in town
were

STONINGTON.
Min Mary Coid is in Boston

on

ness.

Mrs. Stephen Sellers is at Brooklin, the
guest of Mrs. Babson.
Mrs. Addie Merrill has gone to BluehiU
for a visit with friends.
Mrs. Madge Small will hold her musioale in the opera house Sept. 10.

Ralph Harrington and wife are visiting
Thomaston an;} vicinity.
Miss Lottie JeanjSmall will go to Caatine

friends in

this week to enter the normal school.
Mrs. Anns Doane, of Uarwichport
Mass., is a guest of Mrs. C. F. Eaton.
Wood, of Bluebili, has taken the
place of Mr. Hawkea at the Benvenuto
Mrs. Alma Hayford, of Jamaica Plain,
Mass., is at her old home for a few weeks.
John

Mrs.

Grace Beede Smith.

Basil Grant, the seven-months-old son of
C. A. Smith and wife, who had his foot

operated

on

at

the

Bangor hospital

a

month ago, is getting along nicely.
Miss Lizzie Frost, of Lakewood, baa
purchased the so-called Wyman place of
Dr. A. C. Hagerthy, and will soon moti
her household goods to her new home.

A. B. Leighton and wife
Boston for two weeks.

are

home from

Miss Bertha Carter, who has been visitrelatives here, has returned to Boston.

ing

Rufus Bridges has gone to Bar Harbor
after spending a few days with his family.
Jesse Eaton and Ethel Carter were
married
the home

Sept.

Wednesday evening, Sept. 1,

at

of Rev. A. B. Carter.
B.

6.

WEST SURRY.
Mr*. Hannah Hastings, of Ellsworth,
visited her sister, Mrs. Mahala Campbell,
Thurday.

Benjamin Trundy, with a lady from
Boston, is visiting his brother, F. N.
•
Trundy.
School began Aug 30, taught by Miss
Paulina Commers, of Castine.
L.
Sept 6.

_~~

*•

a

guests at the home of

wife.

E. F. Clapham and wife have returned
from their sojourn at Etna, where they go
annually to attend the camp meeting.
The schooner William T. Donnell, now
in port loading paving for Capt. Alonso
Abbott has tbe largest tonnage of any vessel ever loading here.
Miss Maud Colby and Miss Ada Farnsworth have returned to their duties at the
Maine general hospital at Portland. Miss
Alice Farnsworth has also concluded her
vacation.
Kenneth Bragdon and vAfe, formerly of
East Sullivan, now of Porto Rico, were
guests of George W. Pettingill and wife
last week. Mr. Bragdon has a very lucrative position in the government employ in
Porto Rico.
_

LABOR DAT CELEBRATION.

The usual culmination of any effort
which has ever been attempted by the K.
of P. order was met with Labor day, when
about 1,000 people congregated in Pettingill’s Held to enjoy the festivities planned
by the various committees. Success was
attained in every (articular.
with
Hand-shakings,
interspersed
orangeade, ice-cream, fruit, confectionery,
a try at tbe “African dodger", a visit to

took his father home to live with him.

Sept.

6.

Grit.

OAK POINT.

Dr. Harry Mason left town on Monday
join his family at Ellsworth, where
they will reside.

Mrs. Georgia Murcb and sons Leon and
Harlan visited in Bar Harbor Friday and

Dr. B. L. Noyes, wife and son have been
antomobile trip to Bangor, Charleston and Ellsworth.

Saturday.

on an

Mrs. Charles Barter baa gone to Wil-

Alice Minton has returned borne from
Bar Harbor, where she has been employed
at the Columbia cottage.

Mrs. Kline and Mrs. Dow and children
loughby, O., to visit her uncle, Eldar
have returned home to Lawrence, Mass.,
Greene and family.
E. S. Carter is building a new two-story after spending the summer at their cothere.
on

Granite

avenne.

He will occupy

ON_STRIKE.'
being

held

1

tage

is

home.

In

Life is short for all of us; it will be
shorter for those who let their stomachs go from bad to worse.
G. A. Parcher has a famous
prescription called Mi-o-na, and he believes so thoroughly in its remarkable
curative power that he says to
every
owner of a distressed stomach that be
will guarantee Ml-o-na tablets to core
acute or chronic indigestion and all
stomach ailments, or money back,
and the price is only 60 cents a box.
And atill there are stubborn
people
fight in Ellsworth who won’t accept
this offer, bat continue to suffer from
gas on stomach, belching of sour food,
stomach pains, foul breath, dizziness,
biliousness and headaches,. ju»t because—Inst because—that’s ail, there
is no other reason.
Mi-o-na tablets stop dyspeptic
agony in five minutes; they cure obstinate cases of indigestion, and torn
the old stomach into a new one in a
few weeks, or money back.

never felt
better,
thanlu for your attention
and iv

run a.

“I Win he glad to do all I e»n
in th,
way of advancing the sale of vonr Yd.
liable medicine.
“f do think P*una tho best
medlein*
1 have tried at any time.
“Since I began taking Pernna
w»
have never boet» without It.
“1 really believe that
every woman 1>
the world ought to have Pernna
oa
hand all tho time; for If ahe gets
tired
Pernna refreshes her; if she get*
oils, it soothes her; If
despondent, d
cheers and invigorates.

non-’

Man-a-lln

an

Ideal Laxative.

member and the family a devoted parent.
ffr«o(vH, That we extend our sympathy to
; these sorrowing friends and direct them to
the
contestants
to
use
good,
being obliged
the One whose friendship, love aud troth
tbe main road and encountering general faileth not.
travel in their race. Tbe boys’ running race
Resolved. That we cauae the charter of our
was won by Clifton Urann.
In tbe motor lodge to be draped with the emblem of
mourning for thirty days; that a copy of taete
nee tbe Waulceag was tbe winner, with
resolutions be placed upon our record! and
Curt is Moon at the helm.
in Tub Ellsworth American and
Supper was served at K. of P. ball at 6 published
BRr HRrhor Record; also sent to the family of
o'clock, and in the evening Higgins’ or- our deceased sister.
Lon a A. Rich.
chestn of Bar Harbor kept 100 couples
Lena Allen.
busy until the small houn of
Annie M. Walls.
Committee.
morning.
were

not

‘Tuesday

a splendid thing
crowning success for

was
a

the msny orders here which are constantly doing something for tbe good ol
individuals as well as the community, and
should be accorded an unlimited amount
offHaise and assistance by every inhabione

of

winter.

summer.

to

house

ffTPEEL well,

bowling alley, shooting gallery, or a
“It Is a constai^frlend to the
nursing
look at the moose colt, constituted a
I mother, both for herself and for her
round of amusement for those not interI child, and Anally when old a^e comes
ested in the baseball games, horse trot
on, no medicine on earth la of greater
and other sports, which kept everyone so
elUoaoy to the woman.
busy tbe day passed all too quickly. ,
“Surely, Pernna Is the woman’s
The forenoon s events resulted in tbe
friend.”—Mrh. E. C. Eveklt,
winning of a ball game bp tbe home team, franklin
St., Philadelphia, l'a.
tbe Bar Harbor team being the victims.
Music was furnished by the Franklin
Stronger Than for Years.
band. Dinner was served at K. of P. hall
Mrs. Carolina Snndhelmer,
Clarks,
to about 2S0 people.
Louisiana, wfitest
In the afternoon another interesting ball
“I
am feeling quite well now.
I can
game waa played between the Steuben and
West Sullivan teams, West Sullivan again work again and am ftrongcr than I
have
been
for
and
I
do Mier*
years,
winning.* Shirley Joy made a splendid J
that Pernna saved my life. I will ad*
record in the athletic games, winning four
j rise all I can to take your medicine.”
premiums, for 100-yard dash,
the

Audrey Higgins is visiting at the O. W.
Capt. George Alexander and wife, of
North Haven, are guests of relatives nere. j Yonng place.
tant.
Allen Mitchell, of Bar Harbor, was in
Mrs. Cora M. Putnam, G. M. O. E. 8.,!
Vo* Popcu.
Sept. 0.
town recently.
will make an official visit to Juanita chapAlice Alley has arrived home from TrenBAK HARBOK.
ter Sept. 23.
where she has been employed.
Gifford Cochrane, of New York, will
Mrs. Alva Conary, son and daughter are ! ton,
home from Bar Harbor, where they spent
Dorothy Grindle has arrived home from build a large cottage on Eden street,
Bar Harbor, where she has been for the near Hull’s Cove, during tbe coming
the summer.

stomach owners are

Rubie Bridges is visiting Mrs. Myrtle
Powers at JBrooklin.

gor, were week-end
F. E. Pettingill and

Capt. Fred Alley’s house was burned last
Tuesday, about 11 o’clock, and nearly all
His son Frank,
the contents destroyed.
The celebntion
of Bar Harbor, came up Wednesday and
for the town, and

year’s experiment fails, and the birds dis- humiliating subjection just because
Henry Linscott is building dormer winappear completely, it is to be repeated they are so stubborn that they will dows to his house and making other imnext year. The thing, I feel, deserves at not accept a fair,
square and broad- provements.
least a thorough trial extending over two minded offer.
Y.
Sept. 6.

nobscot to teach.

Min Josephine Bunker U at home tor
brief visit.

accommodations for this nn.nber

hope to supplement this account of the Millions of Stomachs Refuse
to Do
Robie Norwood and family are visiting
robins
and
American
record
later,
Their Work Properly.
Mrs. Norwood’s parents, Q. H. Coggins
whether they stay or how late they stay.
All over this broad land millions of and wife.
Meanwhile it is well to know that if this

WEST BROOKLJN.

athor pa gat

son Dewey, of
220-yard
Sunday catling on
dgah, the high Jump, and hop, step and j
relatives a^id friends.
Jump.
O. N. Beede and wife, of Surry, spent
busiMallet won the bone noe in record
;
two days last week with their daughter, time with H. L. Cleaves
driving. Tbe

B.

NOW

Miss Eulelia Carter is visiting in Boston.
Miss Lettie Carter has gone to Pe-

too

meeting of the BlaebiU choral society last Wednesday evening it was voted
Ur. S. B. Overlook, of Pomfret, Conn.,
to continue the rehearsals through the
visited relatives here last week.
winter, and to engage F. W. Rollins, of
Mrs. Dunning, of Bangor, is visiting her
Z.- H. Wilbur, who has teen visiting
Ellsworth, to conduct. A rehearsal will be daughter, Mrs. Rodney S. Genn.
friends in Waltham and Franklin, is at
held each week, probably on Tuesday.
Richard Roberts, of New York, is in borne.
Harold Wilbur and Miss Olsen, of BanThe concert given on Aug. 28 is still town with his family, who are spending
•

_

years.

Oonnly Noon,

WEST SULLIVAN.

BLUEHILL.
THE CHORAL SOCIETY.

A. B. C.
Sept. 6.
periment is not only an interesting one in the new house and let the old.
acclimatization, but in migration as well.
Invitations are out for the wedding of
NORTH LAMOINE.
If these birds, or any of them, stay in Miss
Evelyn D. Tyler and Herbert Phillips,
P. B. Russell and wife are at their cotEngland through the autumn and winter, on Sept. 22, at the bride's home.
tage here.
they will stay at Guilford, I have small
Miss Minnie Thurlow, who graduated
doubt. They have been fed there, and
Dr. L. J. Holt and little son Shepard refrom Casflne normal school in June, will
the whole place seems well suited to them.
turned to their home in Phillips last week.
So that, should they stay in England, we
James Tweedie and family will return to
2Umntiatnunts,
shall easily be able to establish the fact;
their home in Cambridge, Mass., Friday.
for, if It is easy to see the birds now in the
Mrs. Bernice Salisbury, who has spent
full of the leaf, it will be much easier to
the past steek at her old home in Trenton,
see them later when the leaf is off.”
I

COUNTY NEWS.
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HALL QUARRY.
L. W. Harritnan was called to Vinalhaven by the serious illness of hi* mother.
Much sympathy is felt for Howard Merchant and wife in the loss of their baby,
aged three months.
The three-masted schooner Charles H.
Kluick came in Saturday to load paving
block* for Booth Bros.
The

three-masted

schooner

Capt. Nelson, is here loading
the Woodbury Granite Qo.
Mra. Harriet

Metiote,

random for

Fitxsimmons,

with

her

Frances,
daughter of Clar- daughters Flossie and Nena. who bare
ence A. Joyce and wife, died
Saturday, spent the summer at their cottage here,
aged fifteen years, after an illness of six have returned to Roxbury, Mass.
weeks of tuberculosis. Besides her parMiss Sylvia Richardson and Charlie
ents, she leaves a brother, Shirley and a Grindle, of this place, were married is
sister, Fannie. She was a member of the Shuthwest Harbor Aug. 31, by Rev. 0. G.
sophomore class of tbe high school and Barnard. The young couple have the best
very popular.
wishes of their many friends.
Ublul
A special tbVn meeting will be held
Sept. 6.
Thursday afternoon to take action on the
GOL’LDSBORO.
much-discussed bridge matter. It will
Grafton Dyer cat bis bend badly with*
probably mark the end of the bridge question. The town is asked to rescind the scythe one day last week.
'various votes, contracts and other actios it
Charles Campbell and wile arc spending
has taken from time to time, so that the a week with their
at
son, L. H. Campbell,
matter will be left in its original
sjalus, as Stanley’s Point.
before the matter of a bridge to Bar island
Mm. A. E. Guptiil gave a delightful
was ever thought of.
It the town so acta,
party at her home last Tuesday. About
as there is but little doubt of its
doing, the forty Iriends were present.
proceedings now going on in tbe United
Mrs. Carrie Dyer has gone to ProviStates xrart will be dropped by both pardence, R. L, to spend the winter with her
ties.
daughter, Mrs. Lee Leighton.
lnes

XBUoaiAL aasoLi-Tioxs.

Unison Rehekah lodge has again been entered by tbe Silent Messenger, wbo has called
to the great beyond our sister, Mrs. Jane

School in this district commences fue«-

dsy morning, with Mias NiDa Maddoolu,
ol Bucksport, aa teacher in the grammar
McQuinn; therefore be it
school, and Mrs. Lnls Spurling, of SteuResoired, That in the death of onr sister, ben, in the primary.
-IE*’
this lodge has sustained the loss of a worthy
Hept. 7._

56brrti»tmmt».

_

PARTRIDGE COVE.
School opened this morning, with Miss
Robinson, of Sorrento, as teacher.
Miss Helen Eaton, who has spent the
in Northeast Harbor with her sister, Mrs. Elmer Davis, is home.
summer

Mrs. A. E. Mears and sister, Miss Addie
Springer, of Lewiston, who have been
visiting here, returned home Saturday.
Miss Eunice Tinker, who has spent the
with her sister, Mrs. Edgar
Springer, has returned to Northeast Harsummer

bor.

Sept.

6.

A.

number of her friends at /dinner
Thursday evening. The porch was prettily
decorated with hydrangeas and Japanese
lanternB. The interior decorations were
pink and white, and the dinner waa in
harmony with the color scheme. The
evening was delightfully spent in playing
Cores catarrh or money back.
Just a series of progressive games. Miss Laura
breathe it in. Complete outfit, including Mayo received a pretty picture as first
inhaler $1. Extra bottles 00c. Druggists.

prize.

a

Keep the bowels in good condition. One of Ayer’s Pills at bedtime will cause
increased flow of bile, and produce a gentle laxative effect the day followtifl*

soon

Bucksport seminary to resume
her work there as teacher of music, enter-

return to

tained

“A hard chill, pain through the chest, difficult breathing;
Then fever, with great prostration."
If this should
be your experience, send for your doctor. You may
have pneumonia! If your doctor cannot come at once,
give Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral. When he comes, tell him
exactly what you have done. Then do as he says.
_No_alcohol in this cough medicine. J c. Ayer Co., Lowell.
an

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
MiBS Eva Leona Mayo, who will

It May Be Pneumonia

*£HOLD

ON!_:_n

To tho safe old reliable remedy
the true “L. F.” Atwood •
Bittere—the kind your father and grandfather used for all sickness.
in
Nothing like this fifty year old medicine for constipation,
gestion, chronic dyspepsia and bilious attacks. A bottle boug
dealer
today will save much sickness. 35 cents a bottle at your
—

I
f

Lincoln, Me.
'L. 9* Atwood’s Bitters hare been a standard remedy
fta my grandfather’s and father's family for many years.”
"The

—Miss Elviba E. Gifsoh.

